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Foreword 

Issues related to providing access for certain types of trucks on the basis of their size and 
weight characteristics are discussed in the first two papers in this Record. The other four 
papers deal with the impact of trucks on traffic congestion and safety. 

In northern states, spring freeze and thaw conditions make many roads susceptible to 
damage from heavy trucks. To minimize this damage, some states, including Minnesota, 
impose spring weight restrictions to reduce truck loads. However, these restrictions can 
increase costs and lower productivity for shippers and producers. With authorization from 
the state legislature, the Minnesota Department of Transportation has established a market 
artery system to eliminate spring weight restrictions on those state highways most important 
to economic and shipping activities. Bloom and Kreideweis describe methodology used for 
identifying the routes to be included in the market artery system as well as additional com
mercial access routes. 

Enactment of the Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982 introduced major changes 
in the authorized sizes of tractor-semitrailer combinations that could be operated on desig
nated truck routes within each state. Because these designated routes initially were designed 
for smaller trucks, the Wisconsin Department of Transportation was concerned with the 
adequacy of its intersection designs to accommodate longer trucks. Truby et al. describe a 
study of the dimensions and turning characteristics of tractor-semitrailer combination vehicles 
negotiating four rural interchange ramp intersections in Wisconsin. The study found that 
Wisconsin's intersection design standards are adequate for existing trucks but are only mar
ginal for the new, longer trucks. The study also concluded that the California Department 
of Transportation (Caltrans) turning templates adequately described the turning path of the 
most common size truck observed operating at low speeds . 

The next three papers in this Record were submitted in response to a request by the 
Committee on Urban Goods Movement, which had found that documentation on the effect 
of truck restrictions on the economics of urban goods movement and on the economics of 
the urban region was generally lacking. In addition, the effectiveness of various truck restric
tion strategies in reducing urban congestion had not been adequately recorded. 

Grenzeback et al. report on the Urban Freeway Gridlock Study, undertaken for Caltrans 
at the direction of the state legislature. This study was prompted by concerns about freeway 
congestion and proposals to regulate large-truck traffic on freeways to reduce congestion. 
The study focused on freeway systems in three large metropolitan areas in California and 
addressed the impacts of large trucks, strategies to reduce congestion, and the economic 
effects of such strategies. Although the volume of large trucks on freeways does not have a 
significant effect on peak-period congestion, truck-involved incidents and accidents do have 
a significant effect. Large trucks contribute to congestion only on those few highly congested 
freeways where truck volumes exceed 10 percent of total vehicular traffic . 

Jovanis et al. analyze a series of traffic regulations imposed in New York City on two 
crosstown streets and the effects of these restrictions on travel times. Comparisons of mea
sured travel times before and after the restrictions were implemented indicate wide changes 
in congestion patterns. These variations may have resulted from the unprecedented combi
nation of tactics that were simultaneously implemented at the site and the ensuing uncer
tainties in identifying the causes for travel time changes. An attempt to isolate the effect of 
curb restrictions from other factors suggests that measures other than restrictions on curbside 
loading and unloading may be more effective in providing priority for selected road users. 

Reilly and Hochmuth examine the effects of currently imposed truck restrictions on trans
portation demand estimates, the mix of trucks in congested traffic, and truck travel times 
and trip length. Their analysis shows that truck restrictions negatively affect the transportation 
industry by causing longer truck travel times and trip lengths. Moreover, such restrictions 
do not appear to be effective in reducing overall congestion in selected locations. 

v 



vi 

The concept of imposing certain reslricliuns on truck operations on multilane highways 
has been identified as a means of reducing the negative effects of increased truck operation 
on safety and traffic flow on interstate and primary highways. Garber and Gadiraju describe 
their study of the nature and extent of the impacts on traffic flows, speeds, headways, and 
accident patterns of such truck strategies as restricting trucks to specific lanes or imposing a 
lower speed limit for trucks. Simulation techniques were used to study these effects on 
multilane highways. The study results did not indicate any safety benefits from these strategies 
but suggested that a potential for increased accident rates would be created, particularly on 
highways with high traffic volumes and a high percentage of trucks. 
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Developing a Market Artery System To 
Identify Priority Commercial Truck Routes 

]ON A. BLOOM AND ]ONETTE R. KREIDEWEIS 

In northern states, spring freeze and thaw conditions make many 
roads susceptible to damage from heavy trucks. To minimize this 
damage, some states, including Minnesota, impose spring weight 
restrictions to reduce truck loads. In 1986 legislation authorized 
the Minnesota Department of Transportation to establish a mar
ket artery system to eliminate spring weight restrictions on those 
state highways most important to economic and shipping activi
ties. Criteria for population, retail and wholesale sales, and man
ufacturing employment were used to identify significant centers. 
Nearly 4,800 mi of state trunk highway market artery routes was 
identified to connect centers that represent at least two-thirds of 
the state's population and economic activities. These routes carry 
more than 80 percent of the state's five-axle truck travel. In 
addition, about 2,800 mi of commercial access routes was iden
tified to connect other important commercial centers to the mar
ket artery system. The market artery and commercial access sys
tems will be used to determine future road-strengthening priorities. 
Study results are also applicable to other activities, such as the 
designation of routes for the national truck network and highway 
system. In addition, Minnesota's market artery methodology may 
be useful to others in addressing trucking and shipping needs in 
their areas. 

Trucks have become predominant players in the nation's 
efforts to increase productivity and compete more effectively 
in the global marketplace . In recent years, there has been a 
phenomenal growth in travel by larger and heavier tractor
semitrailer combinations. The use of heavier trucks has resulted 
in larger payloads, reduced trips for shippers, and cost savings 
for producers and consumers. However, heavier trucks have 
also created added stress on highway pavements. This stress 
has the potential to accelerate pavement deterioration and 
increase roadway repair costs. These effects are particularly 
important for many of the nation's older highways, which were 
not designed to carry the heavier loads of today's vehicles. 

Moisture in subgrade soils from thawing frost and spring 
rains leaves roadbeds in their weakest condition. This weak
ness in the soils reduces stability and strength in highway 
pavements. Heavy trucks traveling over these pavements 
increase the possibility for accelerated deterioration and pave
ment breakups. 

To reduce the possibility of damage caused by heavier trucks, 
the Minnesota Department of Transportation (Mn/DOT) 
imposes spring weight restrictions on structurally weak high
ways under its jurisdiction. These weight restrictions are gen
erally in effect from March 15 to May 15 of each year. Spring 
weight restrictions can cause difficulties for shippers and pro
ducers. Using smaller trucks or shipping less-than-full loads 
to comply with posted spring weight restrictions results in 

Minnesota Department of Transportation, Transportation Building, 
St. Paul , Minn. 55155. 

higher operating costs for shippers. These restnctlons also 
could diminish the state's attraction for new business 
development. 

In Minnesota, the maximum gross vehicle weight permitted 
for five-axle, tractor-semitrailer truck combinations on state 
trunk highways (those highways under the jurisdiction of Mn/ 
DOT) is 10 tons per single axle or 80,000 lb per truck. In 
1984 only about 18 percent (2,160 mi) of Minnesota's 12,100-
mi state trunk highway system was open year-round to max
imum five-axle truck gross vehicle loads of 80,000 lb. Table 1 
presents state trunk highway mileage distribution among the 
various weight restriction categories in the spring of 1984. 

Mn/DOT began reassessing its weight management policies 
in 1984. A number of actions were implemented to support 
state economic development objectives and improve shipping 
productivity. For example, the number of weight restriction 
categories was reduced. More important, a risk management 
philosophy was implemented to decrease spring weight 
restrictions and expand the number of miles open all year to 
gross vehicle loads of 10 tons per single axle or 80,000 lb. 
Under this philosophy, spring weight restriction signs were 
removed from many highway segments in response to public 
and shipper comments. These actions were taken despite 
pavement strength testing data that showed many of these 
routes to have inadequate structural capacity to carry heavier 
loads. Mn/DOT reserved the right to impose weight restric
tions again, if necessary, to prevent significant deterioration. 

Removing weight restriction signs without strengthening 
highways to allow them to carry additional weight is not an 
acceptable long-term solution. Many of these roads are not 
structurally designed to accommodate heavier trucks. There
fore, they will experience accelerated deterioration and pos
sible roadway failures. On the other hand, the cost of upgrad
ing all 12,100 mi of the state's trunk highway system to carry 

TABLE 1 MN/DOT TRUNK 
HIGHWAY SYSTEM MILEAGE 
BY SPRING WEIGHT 
RESTRICTION CATEGORIES: 
1984 

Weight per Single Axle 
(tons) 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Total 

Miles 

1,310 
720 

1,830 
90 

5,980 
2,160 

12,090 
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80,000-lb truck loads is prohibitive. In 1985 an Mn/DOT report 
estimated that the short- and long-term costs of establishing 
a statewide trunk highway system capable of carrying 80,000-
lb loads would be over $32 million per year just for road 
strengthening (1). To put this into context, Mn/DOT spent 
about $35 million in 1988 to address total reconstruction needs 
on the 12,100-mi state trunk highway system. Road strength
ening needs of this magnitude would require diverting funding 
resources away from other high-priority highway and bridge 
improvement needs. 

MARKET ARTERY LEGISLATION 

Discussion of truck weight management activities and the 
desirability of opening more roads to year-round 80,000-lb 
gross vehicle loads was a frequent topic in the state legislature 
in the 1980s. In 1986 the legislature determined that insuffi
cient resources were available to eliminate spring weight 
restrictions on all highways in the state. The result was the 
passage of legislation authorizing Mn/DOT to establish a mar
ket artery system (Minnesota Statutes, Chap. 169.832, Sub
division 13, 1986). 

The market artery legislation provided more focus and 
direction to the management of spring truck axle weight 
restrictions. For example, the legislation was applied only to 
highways under the jurisdiction of Mn/DOT; county, city, and 
township roads were excluded. In addition, the legislation 
included specific language to help Mn/DOT identify market 
artery routes most important to trucking and shipping activities. 

In the legislation, market arteries were identified as state 
trunk highways that 

• Connect significant centers of population or commerce, 
• Connect highways that connect significant centers of pop

ulation or commerce, 
• Provide access to transportation terminals, and 
• Provide temporary emergency service to partirnlar ship

ping or receiving points on market arteries. 

Mn/DOT was required to notify the legislature of any spring 
weight restrictions on designated market artery routes. The 
law further specified that notices must include plans showing 
how improvements would be made within 3 years so that the 
restrictions would no longer be necessary on these routes. 

The passage of the market artery legislation triggered an 
extensive study identifying state trunk highway routes most 
important to population and commercial activity centers. It 
also initiated a process to enhance the sensitivity of Mn/DOT's 
trunk highway project programming process to road strength
ening needs throughout the state. The market artery study 
represented the deparlmenl 's first rnmpreheusi vt: allt:mpl Lo 
base statewide truck weight management decisions on eco
nomic activities rather than on pavement conditions or strength 
testing data. 

IDENTIFYING MARKET ARTERIES-STUDY 
APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY 

The steps taken to define the levels of population and com
mercial activities that warrant year-round unrestricted truck 
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service are defined and how markel artery roult:s were iden
tified to connect significant centers in Minnesota, surrounding 
states, and Canadian provinces is explained. In addition, 
information is included outlining Mn/DOT's philosophy for 
managing spring weight restrictions on market arteries, other 
important commercial access routes, and low-volume local 
and regional access routes. The information obtained from 
the study will be used to identify future roadway-strength
ening priorities for highways under the jurisdiction of Mn/ 
DOT. Study findings and results will alsci be applicable to 
other Mn/DOT highway planning activities. 

Step I-Reviewing Available Data and Information 

The 1986 legislation specified that the market artery system 
be made up of routes that connect significant centers of pop
ulation and commerce. To determine appropriate market artery 
route connections, criteria had to be identified for defining 
which cities fit this specification. Two key studies provided 
background information on the evolution and growth of 
important trade centers in Minnesota. These studies also pro
vided valuable information on accepted guidelines for mea
suring the relative importance of metropolitan areas and 
regional centers. The first study (2), conducted in 1963 by 
John Borchert at the University of Minnesota, identified a 
hierarchy of trade centers in the Upper Midwest. The clas
sification system developed by Borchert was based on the 
theory that urban places are arranged in a hierarchical order 
according to the size and diversity of wholesale and retail 
functions. Borchert measured diversity specialization by the 
number of wholesale and retail establishments and the dollar 
value of annual wholesale and retail sales. 

In the second study (3), conducted in 1970, Borchert noted 
that settlement patterns in the Upper Midwest were evolving 
into urban clusters. He suggested that in future years most of 
the population in the Upper Midwest would be concentrated 
in the Minneapolis-St . Paul metropolitan area and other low
density urban clusters located throughout Minnesota. The 
number and diversity in retail and wholesale activities were 
used to establish a relative ranking of urban clusters. 

The activities of other state transportation departments were 
also consulted as a part of Mn/DOT's study. For example, a 
priority commercial network (PCN) has been identified in 
Michigan to help establish highway project priorities. A pro
duction and attraction gravity model uses data on wholesale 
sales, manufacturing, tourism, and forestry to identify priority 
commercial routes, which carry products to the most likely 
attraction, user, or processor sites (4). 

In Iowa, a commercial and industrial highway network has 
been identified as part of the Iowa Transportation 2000 invest
ment package. The 2,000-mi network provides a high standard 
of service to all regional growth centers with 20,000 or more 
people located in the center of 30-min to 1-hr commuter sheds. 
According to the Iowa Department of Transportation , routes 
included in the commercial and industrial network generally 
carry approximately 3,000 average vehicles and 250 tractor
semitrailers each day. 

Pennsylvania has established a 12,000-mi PCN made up of 
the state's most important commercial routes for the move
ment of materials and manufactured products. An agricultural 
access network has also been identified to provide service for 
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lumber, milk and poultry products, feed mills, and fertilizer 
plants. These networks will guide future Pennsylvania road
way improvement decisions (5). 

The Michigan, Iowa, and Pennsylvania studies were par
ticularly useful in helping Mn/DOT identify the specific types 
of economic activities and population levels believed to be 
most important to trucking and shipping activities. To obtain 
information on existing economic conditions and emerging 
shipping trends in Minnesota, Mn/DOT personnel met with 
geographers, regional planners, and representatives from the 
Minnesota Department of Trade and Economic Develop
ment. These discussions were useful in deciding how study 
results from other states could be applied to conditions in 
Minnesota. 

With information from studies and interviews, Mn/DOT 
staff began a comprehensive review of the census data avail
able for cities regarding population, business, and economic 
development activities. These efforts revealed four significant 
trends. 

First, the data reaffirmed the dominance of the Minneap
olis-St. Paul metropolitan area in overall state population 
and business activities. About 50 percent of the state's 4.2 
million people live in the seven counties that make up the 
Twin Cities metropolitan area. 

Second, the data showed ongoing growth, prosperity, and 
concentration of economic activities in the state's other major 
urbanized areas. Urbanized areas with populations of over 
50,000, such as the cities of Duluth, Rochester, St. Cloud, 
and Mankato, are expanding their service areas and becoming 
major regional centers for retail, service, and educational 
activities. 

The third trend was the predictable decline of many small 
town retail and service functions. Population losses have 
occurred in more than half of the 616 cities in Minnesota's 
nonmetropolitan counties during the 1980s, and many main 
street retail trade centers in small towns are fading away ( 6). 

The fourth and most surprising trend revealed by the data 
was the large number of significant small-town manufacturing 
and wholesaling establishments scattered throughout the state. 
This trend was recently discussed in an article (7) by John 
Fraser Hart of the University of Minnesota. Hart noted that 
much of the population increases in midwestern small towns 
since World War II are the result of expanded manufacturing 
employment in nonmetropolitan areas . He suggests that the 
future of small towns depends on their ability to adapt from 
agricultural service functions to manufacturing. Further evi
dence of this trend was reported in a recent newspaper article, 
which stated that employment in manufacturing was growing 
twice as fast in areas outside the Twin Cities metropolitan 
area as inside the area (8). 

The evidence of the large number of dispersed small-town 
manufacturing and wholesale establishments caused Mn/DOT 
to reassess its thinking about population and business centers. 
Population alone was not a reliable indicator of the need for 
year-round heavy-truck service. The following examples reflect 
the trucking and shipping needs of several selected small-town 
businesses in Minnesota: 

•The city of Warroad (population 1,200), located in far 
northwestern Minnesota, is the home of Marvin Windows, a 
national producer of window and specialty glass products, 
which employs over 3,000. 
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• In southwestern Minnesota, the town of Round Lake 
(population 480) is the home of Sathers, Inc., a major nation
wide wholesale producer and distributor of cookies, candies, 
and bakery products, with estimated annual revenues in excess 
of $102 million (9, p. 347). 

•The unincorporated city of Bongards, west of the Twin 
Cities metropolitan area, is the location of one of the largest 
dairy operations in the world. 

• In western Minnesota, the town of Frazee (population 1,284) 
has nearly 2,200 persons employed in poultry processing. 

The presence of businesses scattered throughout the state 
made it clear that a flexible definition of significant centers 
of population and commerce was needed to address their 
important trucking and shipping needs. 

Step 2-Involving the Public in the Market Artery 
Study 

The market artery study elicited considerable interest among 
shippers, producers, and county and local government offi
cials concerned with the effects of state weight management 
activities. 

A public involvement process was established early in the 
study to explain study goals and objectives and solicit com
ments and opinions from the public and the county and local 
governments. Minnesota's active Regional Development 
Commissions (RDCs) provided a logical forum for coordi
nating these activities. With the help of the RDCs, 12 public 
meetings were held throughout the state. Attendees included 
nearly 270 highway users and representatives of manufactur
ing, retail trade, shipping, agriculture, and county and local 
government. The comments and opinions helped refine Mn/ 
DOT criteria for defining significant centers of population 
and commerce. In addition, the input helped department staff 
recognize important trucking and shipping needs missed by 
traditionally reported census and manufacturing directories. 
Public comments also identified the need for comprehensive 
truck weight management strategies that addressed the total 
state highway system in addition to market artery connections 
between significant centers. 

Step 3-Choosing Criteria To Define Significant 
Centers 

On the basis of the analysis undertaken and the comments 
received, significant centers of population and commerce were 
defined as 

• Cities in Minnesota that meet any one or more of the 
following criteria: 

-Population of 5,000 or more, 
-$50 million or more in annual retail sales, 
-450 or more manufacturing employees, or 
-$50 million or more in annual wholesale sales. 

• Cities in surrounding states or Canadian provinces that 
have populations of 50,000 or more. 

The numerical values were based on logical breaks in the 
distribution of data for each of the criteria. It was also deter-
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mined that numerical values should be selected on the basis 
of their ability to encompass roughly two-thirds of the state's 
total population and commercial activities. 

The definition of significant centers of population and com
merce permits cities to be identified as significant centers if 
they meet any one of the criteria for population, retail sales, 
manufacturing employment, and wholesale sales. This liberal 
definition was adopted for two reasons. First, it became 
apparent that there was considerable legislative, public, and 
business support for a definition that would ensure access to 
a market artery route and year-round unrestricted service for 
an optimum number of economic activity centers. Second, 
economic trends supported the development of a flexible def
inition that relied on more than one measure of a city's eco
nomic activity. 

This liberal definition permitted Mn/DOT to address the 
shipping needs of many smaller towns with significant man
ufacturing and wholesale activities. As a result, when the data 
for all the cities in Minnesota meeting the criteria were added 
together, approximately 64 percent of the state's population, 
82 percent of annual retail sales, 78 percent of manufacturing 
employment, and 88 percent of annual wholesale sales were 
represented. 

The population and economic censuses prepared by the 
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, were 
used as the primary sources of data to determine whether 
cities met the criteria. These sources were chosen because 
they provide the most readily available and consistently reported 
data on city population and commercial trends. The censuses, 
however, had several major shortcomings. 

First, much of the data were old-population information 
dated back to 1980 and data on economic activities were last 
reported in 1982. Another drawback was the lack of infor
mation available on cities with fewer than 2,500 persons. Data 
privacy provisions also resulted in the withholding of infor
mation on specific business activity levels in cities with a single 
major employer. These shortcomings were overcome by using 
supplementary directories of business activities and by con
tacting the RDCs, company representatives, chambers of 
commerce, and local units of government. The following para
graphs summarize the reasons for selecting the criteria used 
to define significant centers of population and commerce. 

Population 

Population was used as a criterion because it was identified 
in the legislation. In addition, population is generally consid
ered a reliable measure of the importance and relative eco
nomic strength of cities. The numerical value for populations 
was set at 5,000 or more persons. This value was selected 
because it has historically been used for other transportation 
programs in Minnesota. For example, current state law requires 
that 9 percent of the net revenues of the Minnesota Highway 
User Tax Distribution Fund be paid to the municipal state 
aid street fund. Municipal state aid street fund revenues, in 
turn, may only be spent on state aid streets in cities with more 
than 5,000 persons (Minnesota Statutes, Section 12.09, 1986). 
The population value of 5,000 or more is also used to define 
urban areas in federal highway regulations (Code of Federal 
Regulations, Part 470.103, Subdivision (b )(1), p. 99, rev. April 
1, 1988). 
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Retail Sales 

The retail sales criterion came from the legislation, which 
defined significant centers of population and commerce as all 
cities that had total retail sales of at least $50 million as reported 
in the 1982 Census of Retail Trade of the U.S. Department 
of Commerce. 

Manufacturing and Wholesaling 

Criteria for manufacturing and wholesaling were added to the 
definition of significant centers because these activities are 
good indicators of the need for heavy-truck service. For exam
ple, manufacturing includes the state's food and kindred prod
ucts, lumber and wood products, paper printing and publish
ing, chemicals, primary metals, fabricated metals, machinery, 
electric and electronic equipment, and transportation equip
ment industries. Wholesaling includes all establishments that 
sell goods, such as groceries, furniture and home furnishings, 
lumber and construction materials, and farm product raw 
materials to industrial, commercial, institutional, or profes
sional users; to government; or to farmers for farm use. 

The number of manufacturing employees was selected as 
a reasonable measure of the need for heavy-truck service. 
This assumption is based on the traditional view of manufac
turing as a labor-intensive activity with a strong positive cor
relation between the volume of goods produced and the num
ber of production workers employed. The numerical value of 
450 manufacturing employees was chosen because it is the 
smallest unit reported in the Census of Manufactures. The 
dollar value of annual wholesale sales was selected as an 
appropriate indicator for measuring business size and asso
ciated shipping levels. 

Other indicators of a city's economic diversity, such as ser
vice industries or tourism, were not used to define significant 
centers because there was no strong evidence of a relationship 
between these activities and the need for year-round service 
by large heavy trucks. 

Using the four selected criteria, 67 cities in the Minneap
olis-St. Paul metropolitan area and 82 cities located outside 
of the metropolitan area were identified as significant centers 
of population and commerce. 

Step 4-Identifying Market Artery Connections 
Between Centers 

The next step in the study process involved identifying market 
artery connections between the significant centers. The meth
odology for connecting centers was based on the assumption 
that shipments from lower-order centers are most naturally 
attracted to higher-order centers. 

To determine attraction patterns, significant centers were 
ranked from high to low for each of the four criteria. The 
four relative ranks for each significant center were then summed 
and a relative ranking was established of all the cities iden
tified as significant centers. The result was a composite rank
ing that listed places with the largest populations and highest 
levels of economic activity at the top and those with the small
est populations and least economic diversity at the bottom. 

Starting at the top of the list, the Minneapolis-St. Paul 
metropolitan area was connected to other major urbanized 
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areas in surrounding states and Canada. Using the ranking , 
all other significant centers in Minnesota were connected to 
higher-order centers. Connections were made following state 
trunk highways that showed the strongest patterns of inter
action and attraction, primarily on the basis of five-axle truck 
traffic counts. If centers showed relatively equal attractions 
in multiple directions, more than one route was chosen. Fur
ther minor adjustments were made to provide logical inter
connections within the network once a skeletal system was 
identified. Using this methodology, approximately 4,800 mi 
of state trunk highway market artery routes was identified for 
connecting the significant centers throughout the state. 

ADDRESSING OTHER IMPORT ANT 
COMMERCIAL ACCESS NEEDS 

As the effort to identify a market artery system progressed, 
it was apparent that the system would only resolve weight 
management issues on a limited number of state trunk high
ways. Public comments and business concerns suggested that 
shipping requirements on additional state trunk highways 
needed to be addressed. As a result, three categories were 
identified to define route functions and describe the appro
priate weight management philosophies applicable to all road
ways under the jurisdiction of Mn/DOT. Definitions and man
agement philosophies adopted for each of these categories 
follow . 

Category I-Market Artery System 

The market artery system will provide guaranteed, year-round, 
unrestricted service between significant centers of population 
and commerce on nearly 40 percent of Minnesota's state trunk 
highway system. These highways carry over 80 percent of the 
five-axle heavy commercial travel in Minnesota. Market artery 
routes have been identified as priority routes for the elimi
nation of truck axle weight restrictions in the spring. Mn/ 
DOT's highway improvement programming process is cur
rently being adjusted so that the routes with load-carrying 
capacity deficiencies are given special consideration in future 
investment decisions. 

Category 2-Commercial Access Routes 

Commercial access routes make up the second category of 
Mn/DOT's weight management approach. These routes con
nect important commercial places to the market artery system. 
Commercial places do not have the economic diversity or 
strength of significant centers. Nonetheless, they represent 
important activity areas for the state's economy. 

For this study, commercial places were defined as cities in 
Minnesota with one or more of the following economic activities: 

•Manufacturing (more than 100 employees); 
•Major dairies with multiple processing operations (cheese, 

milk, and butter); 
• Large grain elevators with permanent storage capacity of 

more than 670,000 bushels; and 
•Major log and timber processors. 
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Commercial places identified in Minnesota that were not 
already served by market artery routes totaled 160. Connec
tions between commercial places and the market artery system 
were based on an assessment of truck traffic patterns and an 
evaluation of where Mn/DOT was most willing to risk access 
for the anticipated heavier-truck traffic. Commercial access 
routes were also designated to serve as supplemental linkages 
between significant centers of population and commerce. 
Alternative connections between significant centers were des
ignated as commercial access routes if they carried at least 
one-half of the five-axle commercial traffic on the designated 
market artery route . Approximately 2,800 mi of state trunk 
highway commercial access routes were designated. 

To minimize or eliminate weight restrictions, Mn/DOT's 
management philosophy for commercial access routes author
izes district offices to take risks beyond those suggested by 
strength-testing data. The Mn/DOT highway programming 
process will be modified to incorporate commercial access 
routes in overall project ranking decisions. 

Category 3-Local and Regional Access Routes 

Local and regional access routes make up the third category 
in Mn/DOT's weight management approach. These highways 
primarily serve individual land holdings, such as farms, res
idences, and pulp-cutting sites. They provide for the first haul 
of agricultural, forest, or other products to local processing 
plants or storage facilities. They are also used for the last haul 
of fertilizer, feed, seed, and other products from distribution 
sites to farm or home use. These routes have low traffic vol
umes. Local and regional access routes are managed to pre
serve the life of the roadway by minimizing damage from 
heavy vehicles. This means that spring weight restrictions will 
continue to be imposed if pavement strength testing data war
rant their use. Because of limited financial resources, local 
and regional access routes do not compete well for improve
ment dollars against more heavily traveled routes with higher
priority needs. 

On local and regional routes, shippers are responsible for 
deciding how to manage loads during spring weight restriction 
periods. They may ship in advance of or after the weight 
restriction periods, or they may haul products during unre
stricted periods and stockpile commodities at sites next to 
market artery or commercial access routes. Shippers may also 
ship in smaller, more divisible loads that comply with posted 
weight restrictions. 

CONCLUSION 

The Mn/DOT market artery study represented the depart
ment's first comprehensive attempt to base state truck weight 
management decisions on economic activities rather than on 
pavement conditions or strength-testing data. This paper 
describes the extensive data analysis and public involvement 
process that was used to identify economic activity areas and 
route connections important to trucking and shipping in 
Minnesota . 

The road and weight management philosophies that resulted 
from the market artery study were implemented in 1989. Sig
nificant progress has already been made to improve shipping 
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TABLE 2 COMPARISON OF MN/DOT 
TRUNK HIGHWAY MILEAGE WITH 
SPRING WEIGHT RESTRICTIONS: 1984 
AND 1989 

Weight per Single Axle 
Miles 

(tons) 1984 1989 

5 1,310 540 
6 720 0 
7 1,830 2,320 
8 90 0 
9 5,980 0 

Total restricted mileage 9,930 2,860 

10 2,160 9,210 
Total mileage 12,090 12,070 

productivity on state trunk highway market artery and com
mercial access routes. Table 2 shows the progress that has 
been made since 1984 to reduce spring weight restrictions and 
increase the number of miles of trunk highway open year
round to 10-ton-per-axle or 80,000-lb gross vehicle loads. 

The Mn/DOT market artery study will primarily be used 
to determine future state trunk highway road strengthening 
priorities. However, the study process produced a wealth of 
information on state economic activities that will be useful in 
a variety of other transportation planning studies and pro
grams, including 

•Managing requests for additions to Minnesota's National 
Truck Network, 

• Identifying candidate routes for the proposed Highway 
System of National Significance, 

• Evaluating the need for expanded four-lane highway con
nections to economic centers, 

• Determining appropriate detour routes for scheduled 
highway construction projects, and 

• Continuing communication with highway users, business 
interests, and local government officials. 

The market artery study will be updated every 2 years. 
Hence, future changes in economic activities and shipping 
patterns can be incorporated into Mn/DOT weight manage
ment decisions. 

Market artery study results, together with the significant 
reductions in spring weight restrictions, have met with con-
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siderable legislative, business, and community support. Con
cerns continue to be expressed regarding trucking needs on 
local and regional routes under the jurisdiction of Mn/DOT 
and on other roads in the state that are under the jurisdiction 
of counties and local units of government. Mn/DOT is work
ing with state legislators and others to reassess transportation 
needs and develop a consensus on adequate, stable, and pre
dictable highway funding to address these and other important 
transportation needs in Minnesota. 

Transportation is the lifeline that links farms and cities and 
connects products with markets. The strength of a state's 
transportation system can determine its competitive advan
tage in the national and global marketplace. The market artery 
study reaffirmed the important role of state transportation 
agencies in enhancing economic development opportunities. 
Designated market artery and commercial access routes will 
permit Mn/DOT to target resources to highways that are most 
important to Minnesota businesses while maximizing the state's 
ability to address overall transportation needs. 

The market artery study process described in this paper 
may be of use or interest to other state highway and trans
portation departments that are involved in identifying truck
ing, shipping, or economic networks. 
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Operational Considerations Relating to 
Long Trucks in Rural Areas 

MARK W. TRUBY, DENNIS D. HOAGLAND, PHILIP H. DECABOOTER, 

CLINTON E. SOLBERG, AND WAYNE L. RISTAU 

Much effort has been devoted to the theoretical aspects of truck 
turning characteristics, but little has been done to test these the
ories by observing actual trucks turning. This study focused on 
the dimensions and turning characteristics of combination tractor
semitrailer vehicles negotiating four rural interchange ramp inter
sections in Wisconsin. An attempt was made to determine the 
adequacy of Wi consin's intersection and ramp terminal de ign 
standards and to evaluate the ability of the alifornia Department 
of Transportation (Caltrans) theoretical turning templates to 
describe the actual paths of turning trucks. It was found that 
Wisconsin's intersection design standards are adequate for exist
ing trucks but only marginal for the new, longer trucks (such as 
Wiscon in's WB-62, which has an overall wheelbase of 61.7 ft). 
Also, the Caltrans turning templates adequately described the 
turning path of the most common truck observed operating at 
low speeds. 

It is standard engineering practice to base the design of a 
proposed highway facility on the needs of a predetermined 
design vehicle. This is especially critical at intersections where 
these design vehicles are likely to turn. 

Early research on the turning characteristics of various design 
vehicles was conducted by the Society of Automotive Engi
neers and the Western Highway Institute (1). Later, the Uni
versity of Michigan Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI) 
developed a series of equations that became the basis of a 
computer program designed to describe the paths of turning 
vehicles. The California Department of Transportation (Cal
trans) adapted and enhanced the UMTRI program to develop 
mainframe computer software that creates theoretical turning 
templates for a variety of possible design vehicles (2). This 
study was conducted, in part, to field validate the Caltrans 
model. 

Before 1982, rural highways in the United States were 
designed to accommodate tractor-semitrailer combinations with 
overall wheelbases of either 40 ft (WB-40) or 50 ft (WB-50). 
The Surface Transportation Assistance Act (STAA) of 1982 
introduced major changes. It authorized even longer tractor
semitrailer combinations to operate on a system of designated 
truck routes within each state. In Wisconsin this longer vehicle 
is known as a WB-62. Because the designated routes were for 
smaller trucks, the Wisconsin Department of Transportation 
(WisDOT) became concerned that its intersection designs were 
inadequate for longer trucks. 

M. W. Truby, D. D. Hoagland, and C. E. Solberg, Central Office 
Design, Wisconsin Department of Transportation, P.O. Box 7916, 
Madison, Wis. 53707. P. H. DeCabooter and W. L. Ristau, Applied 
Research Section , Wisconsin Department of Transportation, 3502 
Kinsman Boulevard, Madison, Wis. 53704. 

This paper documents the efforts that WisDOT made to 
evaluate rural intersections and ramp terminals in Wisconsin. 
In this study, rural sites were differentiated from urban sites 
by their relatively lower traffic volume and their lack of sig
nalized control. These conditions allow many truckers to exe
cute their turns without coming to a complete stop. They also 
increase the likelihood that trucks will encroach on adjacent 
lanes. 

An evaluation of urban-type intersections was addressed 
by DeCabooter and Solberg (3). 

DATA COLLECTION 

There were two main objectives in this study: 

1. To evaluate the ability of existing rural intersections to 
accommodate larger trucks, especially at ramp terminals , and 

2. To determine how well the Caltrans turning templates 
describe the low-speed maneuvers of actual trucks. 

Because both of these objectives involved actual truck oper
ational characteristics, data collection and analysis were a 
major part of the study. 

Site Selection 

This effort began with the review of a previous WisDOT 
report that identified those interchanges on the state system 
of designated truck routes that had the highest probability of 
operational problems. Interchange ramp terminals were selected 
as the best places to collect truck turning data. Because they 
are near controlled-access highways, they carry significant 
amounts of truck traffic. In addition , the geometrics of these 
sites are deliberately restrictive to discourage wrong-way traffic 
on ramps. 

A multidisciplinary engineering team studied aerial photos 
of these sites to identify those intersections with the most 
restrictive geometrics. The team chose small median opening 
as the key restrictive geometric element. Final! y, the most 
likely sites were inspected for signs of vehicle encroachment 
in their medians. 

Actual volume of truck traffic was not used as a major 
criterion for site selection. The study team believed truck 
volume would be adequate for sampling along the entire des
ignated system. Furthermore, the methods of data collection 
chosen rendered many high-volume traffic sites unsuitable . 
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The team finally selected four interchanges at which to 
collect data. They were 

1. US-12 with Wl-67, Elkhorn; 
2. US-51 with 1-90/94, Madison; 
3. US-14 with 1-43, Darien, and 
4. US-41 with Wl-23, Fond du Lac. 

Figure 1 shows their locations, and Figures 2 through 5 
show the configurations of the specific sites. 

Types of Data 

Because the size and location of median openings were con
sidered the controlling geometric elements for truck maneu
vers, the team concentrated on collecting data for left turns. 
Two types of data were collected. The first was dimensions 
of individual trucks (see Figure 6). The principal dimensions 

FIGURE 1 Study of long trucks, rural sites. 
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of interest were the effective tractor length (KP-1) and the 
effective trailer length (KP-2). These were used to classify 
vehicles and to learn what sizes of trucks are using Wisconsin's 
roads. To determine these dimensions, the location of the 
kingpin had to be identified. The location of the fifth wheel 
was established first. Then, based on previous research, the 
kingpin location was defined as the center of mass of the fifth 
wheel. The second type of data collected was the coordinates 
of key points on trucks as they negotiated through intersec
tions. These were used to define the actual paths of the turning 
trucks. 

Collection Methods 

Data were collected by two methods: 

1. Photographing trucks from a crane-mounted platform 
suspended over the intersection and 

143 8t USH 14 
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FIGURE 6 Dimensions captured on trucks. 
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2. Phototriangulation of trucks from a series of ground 
cameras. 

The overhead photography method was used successfully 
at the Elkhorn site. However, this method could not establish 
the critical KP-1 and KP-2 dimensions by itself, so a second 
data collection method-phototriangulation - was used in 
conjunction with overhead photography. Researchers discov
ered that the overhead photography method was limited by 
local site conditions. Jn fact, it could not be used at the other 

sites due to high fill sections, overhead utility lines, or, in one 
case, an airport glide path. 

The on-ground phototriangulation system developed by 
University of Wisconsin researchers used a series of non
metric, single-lens reflex cameras mounted on tripods that 
were located strategically at the intersections. The cameras 
were positioned so that turning vehicles were visible within 
each of their fields of view for the entire turn (see Figure 7). 
This ensured good geometric strength in the photogrammetric 
solution oht<tined. 
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Simultaneous photographs were taken of each vehicle at 
five different points within its turning path. Simultaneity was 
achieved by firing a master switch that was electronically con
nected to each camera. At the time of photographing, control 
surveys were performed to support the photogrammetric cal
culations. Photographic coordinates of vehicle images and 
control point images were then measured in the University 
of Wisconsin Photogrammetric Laboratory using a newly 
developed digital projection system. 

Phototriangulation was first tested as a supplement to the 
overhead photography at Elkhorn. Four cameras were set up, 
but the control mechanism malfunctioned on one. Therefore, 
there were problems with the data collected at this site. The 
fifth wheel location could not be identified for several trucks. 
Furthermore, three cameras could not provide enough points 
to define the turning paths adequately. For these reasons, the 
Elkhorn truck data were not used in this study. 

After the Elkhorn experience, the system was redesigned 
to use five cameras, which all worked at the remaining three 
sites, significantly increasing the accuracy of the system. The 
only remaining problem was shadows. The cameras could not 
identify the fifth wheel location if it was in shadow. This 
limited the time period during which truck data could be 
collected. Once the number of cameras was increased and 
the shadow limitation was recognized, the system collected 
accurate, useful data. 

OBSERVATIONS 

Figures 8 through 10 show the truck dimension data for the 
three remaining sites. These graphs show a broad spectrum 
of truck sizes on Wisconsin's roads. This diversity is due in 
part to the number of different sizes that are manufactured, 
as well as to the variable settings possible for the rear dual 
axles on a semitrailer. Depending on the situation, the dual 
axles can be shifted forward or backward over a range of 10 
ft. In fact, at the observed sites, none of the trucks fit the 
AASHTO definitions of a WB-40 or WB-50. Only 19 of the 
observations were categorized as new, longer trucks allowed 
by ST AA, and these were mostly multiple passes of a special 
test vehicle at the Elkhorn site. 

The wide range of truck sizes observed and the small num
ber of the larger ST AA vehicles encountered in this study 
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FIGURE 8 Effective tractor lengths (KP-1). 
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agree with other data collected at a Wisconsin truck scale in 
1985. These findings are also consistent with the data collected 
in 1987 by DeCabooter and Solberg in their evaluation of long 
trucks at urban intersections. 

The results of the turning maneuver observations are shown 
in Figures 11through13. These figures show a wide variation 
in the paths taken by individual trucks. The data collection 
team observed that many truck drivers took advantage of low 
volumes of opposing traffic to make the most comfortable 
turn possible. This involved using the farthest possible outside 
lanes to begin or end their turns. On several occasions, the 
opportunity to turn without stopping permitted drivers to start 
or end their turns by encroaching into a lane not intended for 
that purpose. 

Of the four sites observed, the Fond du Lac site offered 
the most restrictive geometric situation to turning vehicles. 
In this case, 82 percent of turning trucks started and ended 
their turns in the proper lanes. For this reason, the following 
analysis concentrates on that site. 

ANALYSIS 

Observations of the turning maneuvers at Fond du Lac revealed 
that most trucks negotiated the intersection without much 
difficulty. This was true even for the largest trucks. Those 
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FIGURE 9 Effective trailer lengths (KP-2). 
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encroachments that did occur were minimal, and the observ
ers attributed them mainly to driver misjudgment. Unfor
tunately, only a few of the largest trucks were observed at 
this site. 

Using the Caltrans software, the team generated a hypo
thetical turning template for one of the larger trucks. The 
configuration of this vehicle is shown in Figure 14. The vehicle 
was named WB-62, and its dimensions are those of the largest 
tractor-semitrailer currently allowed in Wisconsin. 
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When this template is superimposed over the Fond du Lac 
site (see Figure 15), it appears that a truck of this size could 
just barely maneuver through the intersection. Even so, there 
is a high probability that a large truck would either ride over 
the median curb and encroach onto the shoulder of the on-ramp 
or initiate the turn from outside the turn Jane provided. This 
agrees with the video evidence and researcher observations at 
the Elkhorn site. At Elkhorn the WB-62 test truck was only 
able to turn left if the driver reduced speed significantly. 

RIGHT FRONT 
TRACTOR WHEEL 

OFF RAMP FROM 
I 90/94 

FIGURE 13 Madison intersection, all truck turns. 
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To evaluate the Caltrans software, the team used it to create 
a template of the most common truck encountered at the Fond 
du Lac site. This truck had an effective tractor length (KP-1) 
of 14 ft and an effective trailer length (KP-2) of 38 ft. The 
parameters needed by the Caltrans software are given below. 
It should be noted that the tractor wheelbase is the KP-1 
dimension plus the distance from the kingpin to the rear trac
tor axle (in this case, 3 ft): 

Truck Characteristic 

Angle of turn 
Radius of turn 
Tractor wheelbase 
Trailer length (KP-2) 
Trailer width 
Axle width 

Ca/trans Parameter 

115 degrees 
60 ft 
17 ft 
38 ft 

8.5 ft 
8 ft 

The template was then compared with a composite of the 
paths followed by trucks of the same size as they negotiated 
the intersection. Figure 16 shows that the Caltrans-generated 
template is reasonably accurate in describing the path of this 
particular group of trucks. 

One of the findings of the Caltrans effort reaffirmed the 
conclusion of earlier offtracking formulas that the effective 
trailer length has more of an effect on offtracking than does 
the effective tractor length. To test this hypothesis, the off
tracking of certain vehicles at the Fond du Lac site was plotted 
against their KP-1 and KP-2 dimensions. Figures 17 and 18 
show the results. Figure 17 shows that, for fixed trailer wheel
base, offtracking is stable over a wide range of tractor wheel
bases. On the other hand, Figure 18 shows significant vari
ation in offtracking as trailer length changes. 

These findings generally agree with the results obtained 
from the Caltrans modeling. 

CONCLUSIONS 

• Trucks using Wisconsin's system of routes designated for 
long trucks vary considerably in size and configuration. 

OVERALL LENGTH 66.B FEET 

TRAlER LENGTH 48.0 FEET 
MAXUJI LMT 53.0 FEET 

KINGPIN TO CENTER OF REAR DUALS 40.5 FEET 
STATE LAW MAX.= 41 FEET 

TRACTOR WHEEL BASE 22.6 FEET 
ISTEERttG AXLE TO REAR AXLE DRIVE UNTl 

OVERALL WHEElBASE 6L 7 FEET 
(STEERING AXLE TO REAR TRALER DUAU 

FIGURE 14 Typical Wisconsin WB-62. 
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• A significant number of trucks turning at these test sites 
encroached into lanes not meant for turning traffic. They also 
avoided coming to a complete stop whenever possible. 

• The phototriangulation method of data collection was 
successful in defining the path of turning trucks. 

• In general, intersection design standards in Wisconsin are 
adequate for the trucks currently using them. 

• Theoretically, the new, longer trucks can negotiate inter
sections designed for smaller vehicles. However, there is little 
margin for error, and less capable drivers will almost certainly 
have problems. 

• The Caltrans theoretical turning-template software accu
rately described the low-speed turning characteristics of one 
type of truck in Wisconsin. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

• The Caltrans turning templates should be used when 
intersections are designed. The software to generate specific 
templates should be incorporated into the computer-aided 
design system being used. 
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FIGURE 18 KP-2 versus offtracking. 

• Designers should be more aware of the size of trucks 
using or likely to use the facility being designed. 

• Designers should consider the urban versus rural nature 
of the intersection location and the volume of traffic to be 
accommodated. In rural areas, designers should use a turning 
radius larger than the minimum. 

• Further studies should be conducted to determine the 
actual turning characteristics of the longest legal trucks. 
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Urban Freeway Gridlock Study: 
Decreasing the Effects of Large Trucks on 
Peak-Period Urban Freeway Congestion 

LANCER. GRENZEBACK, WILLIAM R. REILLY, PAUL 0. ROBERTS, AND 

JOSEPH R. STOWERS 

The Urban Freeway Gridlock Study investigated the effects of 
large trucks on peak-period urban freeway congestion. The study, 
undertaken for the California Department of Transportation at 
the direction of the California legislature, was prompted by con
cerns about freeway congestion and proposals to regulate large
truck traffic on the freeways . The study focused on the freeway 
systems in the Los Angeles, San Francisco, and San Diego met
ropolitan areas. It addressed the effects of large trucks, strategies 
to reduce congestion (improved traffic management, expanded 
incident management , mandatory night shipping and receiving, 
and mandatory peak-period truck bans), and the economic effects 
of these strategies. It was concluded that the volume of large 
trucks on the freeways does not have a significant effect on peak
period congestion but that truck-involved incidents and accidents 
do affect congestion significantly. Truck traffic makes a relatively 
small contribution to freeway congestion except on those few 
highly congested freeways where truck volumes exceed 10 percent 
of total vehicles. It was recommended that the state expand and 
improve its incident management programs and concurrently 
expand and intensify its long-term traffic management programs . 
The state should support a pilot program in Los Angeles to deter
mine whether a cost-effective night shipping and receiving pro
gram can be developed. Areawide freeway truck bans should not 
be pursued; however, time-of-day and lane restrictions should be 
researched. Finally, it was recommended that the state collect 
data and improve traffic modeling procedures used to estimate 
the effects of trucks on air quality. 

Portions of the U.S. urban freeway systems are saturated 
during the peak commute periods. The number of people who 
want to use the freeways is simply greater than the capacity 
of the freeways at those times of day, and the result is conges
tion. Congestion increases travel time, accident rates , and air 
pollution. These factors force people to travel earlier or later 
than they would like-a phenomenon called peak-spread
ing-or to forgo trips . In addition, they force businesses to 
pay more to move their goods. The problem is greatest in 
Los Angeles because freeway congestion also contributes sub
stantially to air pollution, which imposes environmental and 
economic costs on the whole region, not just on commuters 
and motor carriers caught in freeway congestion. 

L. R. Grenzeback, Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 222 Third Street , 
Cambridge, Mass. 02142. W. R. Reilly , JHK & Associates, 110 
South Church Street , Tucson , Ariz. 85701. P. 0 . Roberts , Trans
mode Consultants, Inc., 3400 International Drive, N.W., Washing
ton, D.C. 20008. J. R. Stowers, Sydec, Inc., 1601 Washington Plaza, 
Reston, Va. 22090. 

The seriousness of these problems and the degree of public 
concern are evident in recent proposals that deal with conges
tion-related issues. The most sweeping of these is the program 
announced in September 1988 by Los Angeles Mayor Thomas 
Bradley in which he proposed a multifaceted attack on the 
problems of freeway congestion and air pollution. The key 
elements of his plan were (a) a truck-permitting program that 
would drastically reduce the number of large trucks allowed 
to operate on the streets of the city of Los Angeles during 
the morning and evening peak periods, (b) regulations requir
ing large businesses to stay open longer in the evenings for 
shipping and receiving, (c) stronger truck safety enforcement, 
and (d) more rapid accident cleanup. 

However, changing travel patterns is difficult and costly 
because people and businesses are dependent on freeway sys
tems. Freeways serve both personal travel (for work , shop
ping, and recreation) and urban and Interstate goods move
ment. Americans have organized much of their lives and 
businesses around the mobility and access provided by the 
urban freeway systems: manufacturers depend on just-in-time 
delivery of components to their assembly lines to reduce 
inventory costs, retailers depend on overnight delivery of goods 
to restock shelves, and families depend on a steady flow of 
food to supermarkets to keep themselves fed. 

At issue is how best to manage the freeways at peak periods 
to minimize congestion and how to do so equitably without 
major disruption to people's lives and their economy . 

The Urban Freeway Gridlock Study was performed by 
Cambridge Systematics for the California Department of 
Transportation (Caltrans) . It addressed three questions posed 
by the California legislature: 

1. What are the impacts of large trucks on peak-period 
freeway congestion? 

2. Can management techniques reduce congestion? 
3. What are the economic costs of these techniques to com

muters, motor carriers, business, industry, and the public? 

SCOPE OF WORK 

The study, which focused on the freeway systems in the Los 
Angeles, San Francisco, and San Diego metropolitan areas, 
dealt primarily with the impact of large trucks on these sys
tems. For this study, a large truck was defined as having three 
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or more axles and a gross vehicle weight rating of at least 
26,000 lb. 

The work was organized around the following five topics. 

Current Conditions 

Traffic flows at 40 freeway sites in the Los Angeles area, 25 
sites in the San Francisco area, and 13 sites in the San Diego 
area were videotaped and analyzed to determine the number 
and types of large trucks on the freeways during peak periods. 
Next, public officials, industry associations, motor carriers, 
and shippers and receivers were interviewed to evaluate the 
impact of congestion on freeway and trucking operations. 
Finally, current research on truck accidents and the effects of 
trucks on traffic flow was reviewed. 

Management Techniques 

An extensive list of freeway and truck management tech
niques was assembled and screened. Four strategies were 
specified for detailed analysis: (a) traffic management, 
(b) incident management, (c) night shipping and receiving, 
and ( d) peak-period truck bans. 

Implementation Feasibility 

California and federal statutes and regulations governing free
ways and motor carriers were reviewed. In addition, leading 
court cases dealing with freeway and truck regulation were 
reviewed. Federal and state officials were surveyed to deter
mine current experience in implementing and operating free
way and truck management programs. 

Economic Impacts 

Estimates of the number of truck movements by industry and 
type of motor carrier were developed to determine which 
industries generate the most truck traffic. Public agencies, 
carriers, shippers, and receivers were interviewed to estimate 
the direct economic effects of freeway and truck management 
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strategies. The indirect economic effects of the strategies on 
the Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego, and California 
economies were estimated using a regional economic model. 

CURRENT CONDITIONS 

Large-Truck Travel Patterns 

Large trucks account for three-fourths of all medium- and 
heavy-duty truck travel (excluding travel by pickup and panel 
trucks) in the Los Angeles, San Francisco, and San Diego 
areas. Large trucks also account for most of the truck travel 
on freeways. In Los Angeles it is estimated that large trucks 
account for 80 to 90 percent of all truck miles on the freeways. 
Most of these are heavy trucks, typically five-axle, 18-wheel 
tractor-semitrailers, and most are registered in California. 
Large-truck travel patterns in the Los Angeles, San Francisco, 
and San Diego areas are similar to those in other major urban 
areas except that California has a larger proportion of twin 
trailer trucks than most other states. 

Proportion of Large Trucks in Freeway Traffic 

In the Los Angeles and San Francisco areas, it was found that 
large trucks constitute 4.0 percent of all vehicles during the 
morning peak and 2.5 percent of all vehicles during the eve
ning peak. The proportions are ·ignificantly lower in San 
Diego: I . percent of all traffic during the morning peak and 
0.8 percent during the evening peak. The percentage and 
absolute number of large trucks are highest during the midday 
period in all three areas. During that time, large trucks aver
age 5.5 percent of all vehicles in Los Angeles and San Fran
cisco and 2.5 percent of all vehicles in San Diego. These 
percentages are equivalent to 300 trucks per hour per direction 
in Los Angeles, 220 trucks per hour per direction in San 
Francisco, and 100 trucks per hour per direction in San Diego . 
The averages and observed ranges for each area are presented 
in Table 1. 

Few freeways are highly congested and have a significant 
proportion (more than 10 percent) of large trucks in the traffic 
stream. In Los Angeles, such freeways include I-5, I-605, 
I-710, and SR-60; in San Francisco, I-80, I-880, and I-580. 

TABLE 1 LARGE TRUCKS AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL VEHICLES (ONE 
DIRECTION ONLY) 

Los Angeles San Francisco San Diego 

AM. peak (7:00-9:00 a.m .) 
Weighted average 3.8 4.2 1.8 
Observed range 0.5-17.2 0.8--13.2 0.7-5.7 

Midday offpeak (11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.) 
Weighted average 5.5 5.4 2.5 
Observed range 0.7-16.2 0.6--12.1 0.6--4.8 

P.M. peak (4:00-6:00 a.m.) 
Weighted average 2.6 2.4 0.8 
Observed range 0.2-13.2 0.3-6.8 0.1-1.9 

NOTE: Averages are weighted by volume, all sites, and all time. 
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Nuue of lhe freeways surveyed in San Diego has more than 
6 percent large trucks in the traffic stream. At 60 percent of 
the survey sites, large trucks compose no more than 3 percent 
of all vehicles; at 90 percent of the sites, they compose no 
more than 9 percent of all vehicles. 

As a general pattern, highly congested freeway segments 
tend to have lower truck volumes than do moderately con
gested freeway segments . An estimated 30 percent of freeway 
segments in Los Angeles, 20 percent in San Francisco, and 
10 percent in San Diego are highly congested. These freeway 
segments have high traffic volumes , operate at levels of service 
E and F (stop-and-go traffic averaging less than 35 mph), and 
have a high rate of fatal and injury accidents per mile. Large
truck volumes on these highly congested segments average 
3.5 percent, whereas large-truck volumes on moderately con
gested freeway segments average 4.2 percent. 

Types of Trucks 

Of the large trucks on the freeways during the peak periods , 
65 percent are tractors hauling a single trailer , 20 percent are 
tractors hauling double trailers, 12 percent are single-unit 
straight trucks, and 3 percent are other configurations (such 
as tractors without trailers) . By body type, 55 percent are 
vans, 25 percent are refrigerated vans, 10 percent are flatbeds , 
and the remaining 10 percent are predominantly tankers and 
construction equipment. These proportions are similar across 
all three metropolitan areas. 

Industries Served by Trucks 

The industries generating the most truck miles of travel in 
the Los Angeles area are wholesale trade (37 percent), dura
ble goods manufacturing (28 percent), and nondurable goods 
manufacturing (19 percent). Together, these three industry 
groups generate almost 90 percent of all truck miles of travel 
in the Los Angeles area . 

Private truck fleets owned by business and industry account 
for about half of all truck miles of travel; most of their trips 
are short-haul trips (less than 200 mi). Common carriers account 
for the other half of the truck miles of travel; about one-third 
of their trips are short haul and two-thirds are long haul (over 
200 mi) . 

Effect of Trucks on Freeway Traffic Flow 

Trucks affect traffic flow in their lane because they occupy 
more roatlway space Lhan passenger cars antl cannot accel
erate, decelerate, or maintain speed on upgrades as easily as 
passenger cars. The magnitude of their effect varies greatly 
with the type of truck, its weight, the volume of traffic on 
the freeway, and the roadway grade. On urban freeways 
where there are fewer than 10 percent trucks in the traffic 
stream and grades are below 2 percent, which is typical of 
most freeway segments in the Los Angeles and San Diego 
areas, the effect of a large truck is usually equivalent to that 
of 1.5 to 2.0 passenger cars . On long grades, such as those 
found on some San Francisco area freeway segments, the 
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effect can be substantially more-equivalent to that of 4 to 
8 passenger cars . 

Trucks also have an effect on traffic flow in adjacent lanes. 
The headway between passenger cars increases slightly as car 
drivers pass a truck. The effect is thought to be caused by the 
truck's size (which restricts the passenger car driver's field of 
view), noise impacts, and psychological factors. This adjacent 
lane friction effect increases the impact of trucks by the equiv
alent of 0.1 passenger cars per adjacent lane. 

The perceived effect of large trucks is greater than that 
calculated by traffic engineers because. of the large size of 
trucks relative to passenger cars and the high visibility of 
trucks in the traffic stream. These factors contribute to a 
psychological, if not an actual, barrier to passenger car drivers' 
entering and exiting the freeway. In California, as in many 
other states, trucks are restricted to the rightmost lanes and 
are prohibited from using the leftmost or median passing lanes 
except where necessitated by left-hand exits and merges. This 
regulation increases the density of trucks in the rightmost 
lanes. Where there are large volumes of traffic entering or 
exiting the freeway, trucks tend to dwell in the second lane 
to avoid frequent lane and speed changes caused by merging 
traffic. This practice creates a barrier to merging traffic . 
Research on this effect is limited and inconclusive but indi
cates that, when the freeways are saturated during peak periods, 
trucks and automobiles stay in the acceleration lanes longer 
than normal, and many merges are forced. It is likely that 
this condition contributes to sideswipes and rear-end accidents 
when traffic flow is unstable. 

Truck Accidents and Incidents 

In the Los Angeles, San Francisco , and San Diego areas, truck 
accidents (such as collisions and jackknifes) and truck inci
dents (such as breakdowns, spills, and shifted loads that force 
trucks to stop on the freeway) cause 19 million vehicle-hours 
(veh-hr) of delay per year, at a cost of over $200 million. 
Accidents and incidents involving large trucks during the peak 
periods are estimated to account for 5 million veh-hr of delay 
at a cost of over $50 million per year. 

It has been estimated that the total delay cost of congestion 
in Los Angeles is about $1 billion per year. Of this , $500 
million is attributed to recurrent congestion (predictable delay 
caused by the high volume of traffic on the freeways). The 
other $500 million is attributed to nonrecurrent congestion 
(unpredictable delay caused by accidents and incidents) . Truck
involved accidents are estimated to account for $100 million, 
about 20 percent of the total cost of nonrecurrent congestion. 

Major incidents, which constitute 5 to 10 percent of all truck 
incidents, are thought to be responsible for about half of the 
total delay caused by truck incidents. A major incident is 
defined as an incident or accident that blocks two or more 
lanes of the freeway for 2 hr or longer. Recker et al. (1) 
estimate that the average duration of a major incident is 3 hr, 
39 min; it triggers an average of 2,800 veh-hr of delay on the 
freeways around it. A few of these major incidents last 10 to 
12 hr, triggering 30,000 to 40,000 veh-hr of delay . About two
thirds of major incidents are the result of overturns , spills, 
and shifted loads. These incidents tend to occur on ramps, 
and the primary cause is excess speed on the curve. Most 
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major incidents occur before the peak periods-at dawn or 
during midday when trucks and other vehicles are operating 
at full freeway speeds before congestion reaches its peak. 

Common incidents, which constitute 90 to 95 percent of all 
incidents, are thought to be responsible for the other half of 
the total delay caused by truck incidents. The average dura
tion of a common incident is 1 hr, but it triggers an average 
of 1,200 veh-hr of delay (1). Half the common incidents are 
caused by breakdowns, stalls, broken fan belts, and flat tires, 
and 27 percent are caused by accidents. Most of the accidents 
involve sideswipes and rear-end collisions in the travel lanes, 
and many occur during the peak periods. 

Most truck accidents and incidents occur on weekdays dur
ing the midday period, which is when truck volumes on the 
freeways are highest. It is estimated that 90 to 95 percent of 
all major and common incidents occur on weekdays, 70 to 80 
percent during the daytime, and about 50 percent during the 
midday period. 

Truck accidents and incidents are concentrated on a few 
heavily traveled freeways. In each of the metropolitan areas, 
three freeways account for nearly 50 percent of the total inci
dents and vehicle-hours of delay. In Los Angeles, four free
ways account for 67 percent of the total number of vehicle
hours of delay caused by truck-involved accidents: I-5 accounts 
for 29 percent, US-101 for 13 percent, I-405 for 13 percent, 
and I-10 for 12 percent. 

MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES 

The study identified and screened a large number of freeway 
and truck management techniques. Three evaluation criteria 
were considered: potential to reduce peak-period freeway 
congestion and truck-involved accidents, applicability of the 
technique to California freeways, and feasibility. The assess
ment of feasibility took into consideration technical, legal, 
and budgetary constraints. The overall assessments were as 
follows, where + + indicates significant reduction of conges
tion or accidents, feasible; + indicates moderate reduction 
of congestion or accidents, feasible; ? indicates feasibility 
uncertain; and - indicates not technically or legally feasible 
at this time. 

• Truck restrictions 
Peak-period bans 

+? Freeway section bans 
? Route diversions 
+ Designated access routing 
+ Hazardous materials route restrictions 
+ Local truck and noise ordinances 

• Road pricing 
Peak-period permits 

+? Freeway permits 
+ +? Peak-period tolls 
+ Peak/offpeak rate differentials 

• Traffic engineering 
+ Lane designations and restrictions 
+ ? Wider lanes 
+ + Continuous merge lanes 
+ + Variable message signs 
+ + Sign placement 

+ Truck advisory signs 
+ ?· Speed restrictions 

• Road design and construction 
+ Capacity and safety improvements 
+ + Improved entry/exit ramps and merges 
+ + Continuous-merge lanes 
+? Exclusive truck facilities 

Peak-high-occupancy-vehicle (HOV)-only/offpeak 
truck-only lanes 

• Fleet management 
+ Voluntary offpeak operations 
+ Automatic vehicle location/computerized routing 
+ Driver training and management 

• Shipper/receiver actions 
+ Voluntary offpeak operations 
+ +? Mandatory offpeak operations 

• Incident management 
+ Automated detection 
+ + Site and area surveillance and communications 
+ + Equipment and procedural improvements 
+ Organizational changes 

• Inspection and enforcement 
+? Automated surveillance 
+ Urban truck inspections and enforcement 

• Information management 
+ ? Highway advisory radio 
+? Traffic information 
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Four strategies were developed, incorporating the leading 
techniques from this list. The strategies were (a) traffic man
agement, (b) incident management, (c) night shipping and 
receiving, and ( d) peak-period truck bans. Although approval 
for a peak-period freeway truck ban was judged to be unlikely 
under the provisions of the Surface Transportation Assistance 
Act of 1982 (STAA), it was included and assessed for the 
following three reasons: 

1. Truck bans are widely perceived by the public and the 
media as a direct and appropriate response to peak-period 
congestion. 

2. There were no data on the effects of a truck ban on 
freeway congestion. 

3. At the time the strategies were formulated, the city of 
Los Angeles and the South Coast Air Quality Management 
District (SCAQMD) were actively considering a peak-period 
freeway ban. 

The city subsequently announced a truck permit program 
that would restrict the number of large trucks that could use 
city streets during the peak periods. The street ban was not 
assessed because (a) adequate data were not available (the 
city is now collecting the necessary data), (b) the restrictions 
affect only a portion of the metropolitan area, and ( c) the 
street ban would be difficult for the state to pursue on a 
regionwide basis. 

Although the.strategies are evaluated separately, they are 
not mutually exclusive. An effective freeway and truck man
agement program could use elements from several of these 
strategies. 
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TADLE 2 COMPARISON OF FREEWAY AND TRUCK MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES($ MILLIONS ANNUALLY) 

Economic lmpacts(1) 

Direct: 
Freeway Indirect: 

Congestion Motor Other Shippers/ CA Business Air Implementation 
Strategy Feasible Relief Carriers(2) Vehicles(2) Receivers(3) Sales(4) Quality(5) Cost(6) 

Traffic Management(?) Yes ++ $8 $121 + + $20-40 
$8 

Incident Management(?) Yes + $4 $44 + + $3-5 

Night Shipping 
and Receiving(8) Maybe + $3 + -$2,200 -$913 + $2-3 

Peak Period Ban 
-- Core Freeways(8,9) Unlikely + -$43 $7 -$28 $2-3 

Notes: 
++ Significant positive impact (1) 1988 Dollars 
+ Modest positive impact 

Modest negative impact 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

Time and vehicle operating cost savings(+) or cost increases(-) 
Logistics cost savings(+) or cost increases(-) 
Changes in volume of business sales (output) in 1988 relative to baseline forecast 

Traffic and incident strategies were combined because their individual direct 
(motor carrier) impacts were too small to be modelled reliably 

Not quantified (5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 

Ten-year annualized implementation costs 
Los Angeles, San Francisco, and San Diego 
Los Angeles and San Francisco only 
Assumes 80 percent of peak period truck miles of travel are diverted to arterials; 

20 percent diverted to offpeak periods (midday or night) 

The strategies and their estimated direct and indirect effects 
are described in the following paragraphs and summarized in 
Tables 2 and 3. 

Traffic Management 

A traffic management program could reduce congestion by 
smoothing the flow of traffic. This result would be achieved 
by a combination of traffic management and freeway design 
measures, such as adding continuous-merge lanes at critical 
locations, redesigning high-accident ramps, providing infor
mation to drivers about traffic conditions ahead, regulating 
speed and lane use, and enforcing safe truck operation. A 
traffic management strategy would focus on problems related 
to large trucks, but the traffic and safety benefits would accrue 
to all freeway users. 

Six techniques were identified as having the greatest poten
tial for reducing freeway traffic congestion by addressing the 
problems unique to large trucks. The first involves sign place
ment. Drivers have a difficult time detecting and reading 
directional signs, particularly exit signs, when large trucks 
block their field of view. This difficulty decreases the time 
drivers have to anticipate and safely execute lane changes. 
On congested freeways, it contributes to sideswipe and rear
end collisions. To counteract this problem, additional signs 
should be placed to the left side of the freeway, on over
head structures, or in the median in advance of difficult exit 
situations. 

The second technique employs variable message signs. Cal
trans has installed these signs alongside freeways in several 

locations in the larger metropolitan areas. Variable message 
signs are used to alert drivers to accidents, queues of stopped 
vehicles, severe congestion, and speed restrictions. Through 
the traffic management program these signs could be installed 
in many locations and intensive use could be made of indi
vidual lane signs to assign trucks to lanes, control traffic flow 
at merges, and regulate traffic speeds. 

The third technique consists of speed restrictions. Many 
truck accidents occur at ramps because trucks attempt to take 
the curves at too high a speed. Therefore, ramps could be 
posted with safe speed limits for trucks. Rear-end collisions 
are frequently the result of unstable, stop-and-go traffic flows. 
Variable message speed signs could be used to dampen speed 
oscillations, giving drivers of large trucks adequate time to 
brake safely. 

Additional lanes and lane restrictions for trucks constitute 
the fourth technique. Trucks are required to use the right
most lanes of the freeway, where the pavements have been 
strengthened in anticipation of heavier truck loads. When the 
proportion of trucks in these lanes is high, it creates a psy
chological, and sometimes physical, barrier for drivers trying 
to merge and contributes to sideswipes and rear-end colli
sions. To mitigate this effect, an additional continuous-merge 
lane could be constructed along the breakdown lane where 
traffic volumes warrant and space permits. Large trucks would 
be excluded from this lane except at entrances and exits. 

The fifth technique is improved entrance and exit ramps. 
On some older freeways, entrance and exit ramps do not 
provide adequate deceleration and acceleration lanes. In addi
tion, some ramps are not properly banked for today's larger 
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TABLE 3 COMPARISON OF FREEWAY AND TRUCK MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES: ECONOMIC 
IMPACTS BY REGION($ MILLIONS ANNUALLY) 

Economic Impacts by Region 

Indirect: 
Business 

Direct(1 ): Sales(2) 

Los San San Los San San 
Strategy Angeles Francisco Diego Angeles Francisco Diego 

Traffic Management(3,5) $74 $44 $11 
$4.4 2.4 $0.48 

Incident Management(3,5) $28 $16 $4 

Night Shipping 
and Receiving(4,6) ·$1,450 -$710 n/a ·$580 ·$290 ·$15 

Peak Period Ban 
·· Core Freeways(4,5) -$22 ·$14 nla ·16.6 -$10 -$0.35 

Notes: 
(1) 1988 Dollars 
(2) Changes in volume of business sales (output) in 1988 relative to baseline forecast. 

Changes for 'all other areas' in CA are not shown in this table. See Table 1 in Chapter Ill of Summary Report. 
Traffic and incident strategies were combined because their individual direct 
(motor carrier) impacts were too small to be modelled reliably 

(3) Los Angeles, San Francisco, and San Diego 
(4) Los Angeles and San Francisco only 
(5) Time and vehicle operating cost savings(+) or cost increases(·) 
(6) Logistics cost savings(+) or cost increases(-) 

and heavier trucks. These problem ramps could be earmarked 
for an accelerated redesign and reconstruction program. 

The last technique involves mobile truck safety inspection 
teams . The California Highway Patrol (CHP) maintains a 
network of truck inspection stations on intercity freeways, but 
there are few urban inspection stations. Land is expensive, 
truckers can use arterials to avoid the stations, and truck 
movements in and out of the stations cause congestion. The 
.use of mobile truck safety inspection teams (a concept already 
being demonstrated by CHP) could be expanded along free
ways that have a high proportion of large trucks and accidents. 

The traffic management program would focus on the most 
congested freeways in the core of each metropolitan area: 
about 150 mi of freeway in Los Angeles, 84 mi in San Fran
cisco, and several dozen miles in San Diego. It is estimated 
that an aggressive traffic management program in these areas 
could realize a 15-percent reduction in the vehicle hours of 
delay caused by recurring congestion (a 25-percent reduction 
on the core area freeways but less on the outlying freeways). 
The estimate takes into consideration that these three met
ropolitan areas already have traffic management programs in 
place for portions of their freeway systems. The techniques 
proposed for the traffic management strategy would build on 
and complement current traffic programs, such as the Los 
Angeles Smart Streets project for the I-10 corridor , the San 
Francisco traffic operations center project, and the Heavy
Vehicle Electronic License Plate Program (HELP). 

The direct benefits to all highway users, measured in time 
and vehicle operating cost savings , would be about $74 million 
per year in Los Angeles, $44 million per year in San Francisco, 

and $11 million per year in San Diego. The differences in the 
savings reflect the different sizes of the metropolitan areas; 
the savings per vehicle would be about the same in each area. 

Time savings provide most of the benefits in the traffic 
management strategy. The calculations assume that the value 
of time for motor carriers is $20/hr; the weighted average for 
all vehicles is $10/hr. The benefits from time savings are offset 
by small increases in vehicle operating costs. Stop-and-go driv
ing on congested freeways is costly: speed oscillates up and 
down, and wear and tear on tires and engines increases. 
Smoother traffic flows reduce these operating costs, but the 
savings are lost as freeway speeds increase. As speed increases, 
fuel consumption increases significantly, increasing total vehi
cle operating costs, too. These costs would be small compared 
with the value of time savings . 

The traffic management strategy would have several addi
tional effects that are not quantifiable. A successful program 
would increase the total volume of peak-hour traffic. By 
reducing congestion and increasing freeway speeds, the pro· 
gram would make peak-period travel marginally more attrac
tive than it is today. This change would cause some drivers 
to shift their trips from the shoulders of the peaks into the 
peak periods, and a few drivers would make more trips during 
this period than they do now. No attempt has been made to 
estimate the elasticity of demand for peak-period travel with 
respect to travel time because little information is available 
to support the analysis, but the direction of the effect is clear . 
Finally, although a traffic management strategy would not 
decrease the number of large trucks in peak-period traffic, it 
would likely result in modest air quality improvements (by 
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reducing stop-and-go traffic) and significant safety improve
ments (by reducing hazardous traffic situations). 

Incident Management 

An incident management program could reduce congestion 
and delay by significantly reducing the time required to locate 
and clear incidents and accidents from the freeways. Caltrans 
and CHP have established an excellent program for managing 
accidents and incidents; however , the resources allocated to 
the major incident response teams and system-level traffic 
management have not kept pace with the growth in traffic 
and congestion on the freeways. The incident management 
strategy would recapitalize and expand current programs. 

There are four key elements in the incident management 
strategy. The first is improved surveillance and communica
tion. Incident management, like emergency medical service, 
is most effective when problems can be diagnosed and sta
bilized in their early stages. Information about the type of 
truck , its position, traffic on the freeway, and conditions on 
parallel arterials is critical. The incident management program 
could use closed-circuit television and data links (along the 
freeway or mounted in planes and helicopters) to bring infor
mation to incident management teams before they are dis
patched to a site so decisions on equipment, personnel, and 
system-level traffic management could be made in a timely 
manner. 

The second element involves equipment and procedures. 
Prepositioning of heavy-duty tow trucks; helicopter delivery 
of emergency equipment and personnel; video recording of 
accident scenes to speed up documentation for administrative , 
legal , and insurance reports; and similar techniques could be 
applied to facilitate work at accident sites. 

System operations management is the third element. The 
incident management program could make extensive use of 
computers to monitor system traffic flows, test incident man
agement plans, and evaluate the effectiveness of the program. 

The fourth element includes organization and coordination. 
Caltrans and CHP have well-coordinated operations, but major 
incidents often involve police, fire, and emergency medical per
sonnel; hazardous materials experts; traffic engineers; mainte
nance workers; and mechanics from different agencies and juris
dictions. The incident management strategy could strengthen 
the institutional capabilities to coordinate and manage these 
large teams effectively. 

The incident management strategy could reduce the dura
tion of major incidents, which may account for 5 to 10 percent 
of all incidents, by 50 percent (from an average of 4 hr to an 
average of 2 hr) and the duration of common incidents, which 
may account for 90 to 95 perr.ent of all incidents, by 20 percent 
(from an average of 1 hr to an average of 50 min). These 
changes wouh.I 1euuce lhe lulal number of vehicle-hours of 
delay resulting from truck-involved accidents and incidents 
by 25 percent, a savings of about 4.4 million veh-hr of delay 
per year. The savings would be 2.6 million veh-hr of delay 
per year in Los Angeles, 1.5 million in San Francisco , and 
0.4 million in San Diego . The direct benefits to all highway 
users would be $28 million per year in Los Angeles, $16 
million per year in San Francisco, and $4 million per year in 
San Diego. 
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The portion of these costs and benefits that accrues to motor 
carriers affects the cost of goods movement, which affects the 
cost of doing business, which in turn affects the competitive 
position and earnings of businesses and industries in regional, 
national, and international markets. These changes , which 
reverberate throughout the economy, can be measured in 
terms of changes in employment, personal incomes, and busi
ness sales or output. The indirect economic effects of the 
savings generated by the traffic and incident management 
programs (combined for analysis because the individual sav
ings were small relative to the regional and state economies) 
would be modest, but positive, on the metropolitan and Cal
ifornia economies. Employment and personal income would 
rise, and it was estimated that total business sales (output) in 
California would increase by $7 million in 1988 and $31 million 
by 1995. The traffic management program would account for 
about two-thirds of these effects and the incident management 
program for about one-third. 

Night Shipping and Receiving Strategy 

A night shipping and receiving strategy could reduce conges
tion by requiring that establishments do most of their shipping 
and receiving at night. Two segments of the population would 
be candidates for night operations: large establishments, for 
which the additional cost would be relatively small and could 
be spread over many operations, and establishments that nor
mally operate 16 to 24 hr a day (for example, oil refineries, 
large warehouses, and continuous manufacturing operations) . 
Within these segments, businesses and industries that have 
their own private fleets and could control shipping and receiv
ing schedules would have the greatest flexibility to shift to 
night operations. Some, such as supermarket chains, have 
already done so. Other establishments would be encouraged, 
but not required, to make this change. For most small man
ufacturers and retail stores, the labor costs for night opera
tions would be prohibitively high relative to their total labor 
and operating costs. For others, such as construction firms, 
night shipping and receiving may be feasible only on large 
projects where lighting can be installed to ensure safety. 

In Los Angeles, 56,000 of 263,000 establishments are large 
or normally operate at night. An estimated 17 ,000, or 30 
percent, of these establishments would be capable of shifting 
a significant portion of their shipping and receiving to night 
operations. (This estimate is based on the authors' profes
sional judgment as well as interviews with shippers and receiv
ers. The full social and economic effects of this strategy are 
not easily estimated; more industry-by-industry interviews could 
refine the estimated participation rate.) In San Francisco, 
27 ,000 of 132 ,000 establishments are large or multishift oper
ations and would be eligible for this change; an estimated 
8,000 would be capable of shifting. In San Diego, 8 ,000 of 
42,000 establishments are large or multishift operations and 
would be eligible, whereas an estimated 2,500 would be capa
ble of shifting. It was assumed, however, that San Diego 
would not institute a night shipping and receiving program 
because of the relatively low proportion of large trucks on its 
freeways. 

The truckload movements for these establishments would 
be the easiest to shift-an estimated 50 to 60 percent could 
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be shifted. Less-than-truckload (LTL) movements would be 
more difficult to shift because their schedules are determined 
by the demands of many shippers and receivers, and LTL 
carriers are dependent on the economies of scale provided by 
dense pickup and delivery routes. It was estimated that only 
10 to 20 percent of LTL movements could be shifted eco
nomically to night operations. 

The additional cost to shippers and receivers for night oper
ations would be about $75,000 per establishment per year, or 
$300 per day over a 250-operating-day year. The cost would 
cover building overhead (heat, light, and power), security (a 
security guard to protect against theft), management (a por
tion of a shift supervisor's time), and administration (a portion 
of a receiving clerk's time). General management and over
head costs would add another $1 per employee in these estab
lishments. There would be considerable variation across 
establishments and industries, with some firms incurring high 
costs and others marginal costs. Some firms could offset the 
additional cost with operational savings, but it is believed that 
many of the large firms that stand to realize significant savings 
from night shipping and receiving have already taken steps 
to capture these benefits. For most firms, mandatory night 
shipping and receiving woµld increase the cost of doing busi
ness. The total estimated costs to shippers and receivers 
would be $1.45 billion in Los Angeles and $710 million in San 
Francisco. 

A secondary cost to shippers and receivers would be the 
cost of delayed shipments. Most firms ship in the afternoon 
at the end of a day's production with the expectation that the 
shipment will be delivered the next morning. California's free
way system makes it possible to ship from Los Angeles in the 
evening and receive in San Francisco the following morning. 
Many businesses and industries depend on this level of service 
to keep inventory costs down. If pickups are delayed until 
night hours, a high proportion would not be delivered in the 
morning. Most LTL shipments and many truckload shipments 
between Los Angeles and San Francisco would lose a full 
day's production time. The cost of such a delay is approxi
mately 0.04 percent of the value of the shipment affected. It 
is estimated that an aggressive mandatory night shipping and 
receiving program could affect 20 percent of shipments, at an 
annual cost of $24 million in Los Angeles and $11 million in 
San Francisco. 

The direct cost impacts of a night shipping and receiving 
program would vary by the type of carrier and the industry 
it serves. In general, truckload carriers, both for-hire and 
private fleets, would realize modest benefits from night oper
ations. Labor and administrative costs would increase, but 
time savings and operating efficiencies would likely offset 
these. This would not be the case for LTL carriers. Pickup 
and delivery operations account for 10 to 30 percent of total 
transport costs for these carriers. The denser the pickup and 
delivery operations, the less costly they are to perform. If a 
significant proportion of shipments were to be picked up or 
delivered at night, the L TL carrier would have to "plow the 
same field twice." Preliminary estimates indicate that a two
shift operation for L TL carriers could increase costs 15 to 35 
percent. Some of this increase would be offset by service and 
operational innovations developed in response to a night ship
ping and receiving program. However, because it is unclear 
how carriers would adapt to night operations and because the 
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proportion of LTL shipments involved in night operations 
would likely be modest, no dollar value has been placed on 
the additional costs for LTL operations. 

A night shipping and receiving program would have modest 
effects on traffic and congestion. The total truck-miles of 
travel in the metropolitan areas would increase slightly, par
ticularly for LTL operations. Some truck movements would 
shift out of the peak, but most of the truck movements, par
ticularly the truckload movements, would probably be shifted 
out of the less congested midday offpeak period. The benefits 
to commuters on the freeways would be modest. The annual 
value of time savings would be in the range of $2 to $4 million 
in Los Angeles and $0.7 to $1.5 million in San Francisco. 

The air quality benefits of a night shipping and receiving 
program would likely be positive, but they were not quanti
fied. Trucks that shifted to night operations would operate at 
higher average speeds and generate somewhat less air pol
lution because smaller amounts of the diesel emissions would 
be exposed to sunlight. 

The additional costs to shippers and receivers would change 
the cost of doing business in Los Angeles and San Francisco. 
It was estimated that the indirect economic effects of these 
cost changes would decrease total California employment by 
11,300 jobs (-0.1 percent) in 1988 and 31,500 jobs (-0.2 
percent) by 1995. Without offsetting saving , total busines 
sales or output would decrea e by an e timated $0.9 biJlion 
( - 0.1 percent) in 1988 and $3.4 billion ( -0.3 percent) 
by 1995. 

Implementation of a night shipping and receiving program 
would depend on the ability of state and local governments 
to require shippers and receivers to change their operating 
patterns. The California legislature recently granted SCAQMD 
the power to regulate shipping and receiving as an indirect 
source of truck emissions. This power could provide the reg
ulatory basis for the night shipping and receiving strategy. 
SCAQMD is considering a night shipping and receiving reg
ulation patterned after its ridesharing program, which is tar
geted at businesses that have a large number of employees. 
The program involves information programs, mandatory 
preparation of ridesharing plans, and the threat of enforce
ment through regulatory actions and fines. 

The direct target of a night shipping and receiving program 
would be shippers and receivers, but the acknowledged objec
tive would be to regulate truck movements to reduce air pol
lution. This regulation would likely be challenged as inter
fering with Interstate commerce. Resolution of the two 
conflicting federal mandates, to achieve clean air standards 
and to minimize interference with Interstate commerce, will 
require congressional or judicial action. 

Peak-Period Freeway Truck Ban 

Peak-period freeway truck bans could reduce congestion by 
excluding large trucks from core area freeways during the 
morning (7:00-9:00 a.m.) and evening ( 4:00-6:00 p.m.) peak 
periods. In Los Angeles, the ban would affect 150 mi of free
way bounded by the Ventura Freeway and SR-134 on the 
north, I-605 on the east, and I-405 on the south and west . In 
San Francisco, the ban would affect 84 mi of freeway in the 
city, on the San Mateo peninsula, and in the East Bay. A San 
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Diego ban would affect several dozen miles of freeway at the 
center of the region. 

The ban would force motor carriers to divert to parallel 
arterials, shift operations to offpeak periods, increase their 
use of two-axle trucks not embargoed by the ban, and, in a 
few cases, shift the location of terminals and drop-points. The 
majority would divert their trips to parallel arterials because 
their customers would find it too costly to remain open for 
nighttime shipping and receiving. An estimated 80 percent of 
truck trips affected by a peak-period ban would be diverted 
to parallel arterials, and 20 percent would be shifted to offpeak 
periods (midday or night). Those trips shifted to the offpeak 
would primarily be truckload operations because the cost of 
shifting LTL would be prohibitively high for most shipments. 

Because of the capital cost and the loss of efficiency, few 
carriers are expected to switch to two-axle trucks. A two-axle 
truck is less maneuverable than a three-axle city tractor towing 
a 28-ft pup trailer. It is also not as cost efficient because it 
has less cargo space and its cargo must be transferred to a 
trailer for long-distance line-hauls. A peak-period ban affect
ing freeways and city streets would make two-axle trucks much 
more attractive. Extensive use of two-axle trailers would tend 
to increase the truck miles of travel. 

A peak-period freeway truck ban would increase average 
speeds on the core area freeways. For example, in Los Ange
les, average freeway speeds would increase from about 40 to 
42 mph during the peak periods. A typical Los Angeles free
way carries 1, 700 passenger cars and 50 large trucks (3 percent 
of total volume) per lane per hour. Because each truck is 
equivalent to 2.0 passenger cars, the total traffic volume is 
equivalent to 1,800 passenger cars per lane per hour. At that 
volume, the average freeway speed is 40 mph. A peak-period 
freeway truck ban would remove 50 trucks, or 100 passenger 
car equivalents, decreasing the total volume to 1,700 passen
ger cars per lane per hour and increasing the average freeway 
speed to 42 mph. Experience has shown that this gain will be 
short-lived in a saturated system. As peak-period travel con
ditions improve, drivers tend to shift from the shoulders of 
the peak period back into the peak period, shortening queues 
at bottleneck locations slightly. Most of the congestion relief 
from a peak-period freeway ban would likely be lost within 
6 weeks to 6 months. 

In Los Angeles, the value of time saved by all vehicles 
remaining on the freeways would be $19 million per year. 
These benefits would be offset by increased costs to motor 
carriers and to vehicles affected on the arterials. The addi
tional time and operating costs would be $28 million for motor 
carriers and about $12 million for automobile drivers on the 
arterials. The net direct cost impacts of a freeway truck ban 
would be $22 million in Los Angeles and $14 million in San 
Francisco. These estimates do not include cost changes for 
the 20 percent of large-truck trips shifted to offpeak periods. 
These canie1s would realize marginal saving:> [10111 oµernling 
under less-congested conditions but would accrue offsetting 
marginal costs for night operations. 

The additional costs to motor carriers would affect the cost 
of doing business. It was estimated that the indirect impacts 
of these cost changes would reduce total California business 
sales (output) by $27 million in 1988 and $118 million in 1995. 

A peak-period ban would also have direct impacts on safety 
and air quality. Accident and incident rates would decrease 
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on the core area freeways but would increase on the parallel 
arterials due to the diversion of truck travel. Because the road 
conditions and speeds are different, the types and mix of 
accidents and incidents would change. Responsibility for these 
incidents would shift from state agencies to local agencies. 

Approval for a peak-period ban on large-truck travel on 
freeways is unlikely under the provisions of the STAA, the 
Tandem Truck Safety Act of 1984 (TISA), and subsequent 
court decisions. The STAA designated a national network of 
highways (including most California freeways) and prohibited 
state restrictions on large-truck operations on these routes 
unless the Secretary of Transportation finds significant safety 
problems on Interstate routes or significant safety, environ
mental, and operational problems on federal-aid primary routes. 

A number of states have challenged the STAA. The chal
lenges have included attempts to prohibit doubles, restrict 
trucks to specified routes, prohibit peak-period operation of 
large trucks, and require special permits for the operation of 
large trucks. In these cases, the courts have overruled state 
attempts to restrict the movement of large trucks that other
wise comply with the STAA and TISA regulations. In several 
instances, the courts have been sympathetic to state argu
ments in favor of restricting large-truck movements on certain 
highways, but they have consistently ruled that the language 
of the ST AA and TISA does not permit the states to take 
these actions. The courts have interpreted the acts as per
mitting truck restrictions only when substantial safety prob
lems can be demonstrated. 

Truck bans on specific, accident-prone freeway segments 
are possible, but FHWA has approved only one truck ban (of 
limited duration) since the STAA was enacted. An areawide 
ban aimed at reducing air pollution has not been tested with 
FHW A or the courts. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Large-Truck Impacts on Freeway Congestion 

The volume of large trucks on the freeways does not have an 
inordinate effect on peak-period congestion. Peak-period 
congestion is created primarily by the high volume of auto
mobile traffic. Truck traffic makes a relatively small contri
bution to that congestion except on those few, highly con
gested freeways where truck volumes exceed 10 percent of 
total vehicles. Removing large trucks from most freeways 
would increase average speeds by only a few miles per hour. 

On the other hand, truck-involved incidents and accidents 
do have a significant impact on freeway congestion. They 
account for about 20 percent of the delay accruing from all 
vehicle incidents and accidents, and they are highly visihle to 
motorists and the public. Major truck incidents, which are of 
most concern, a1e few, but their impact:> cau ue rnlasliuµhic 
and can trigger gridlock. 

Traffic Management 

A traffic management strategy is feasible and can be built on 
existing programs. Such a strategy would directly address the 
problem of freeway congestion and would provide positive 
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benefits to freeway users and the economy. A traffic man
agement strategy would not reduce the number of large trucks 
in peak-period traffic, but it would likely result in modest air 
quality benefits (by reducing stop-and-go traffic) and signif
icant safety improvements (by minimizing hazardous traffic 
situations). 

Incident Management 

An incident management strategy is also feasible and can also 
be built on existing programs. It would address the public's 
concern about freeway gridlock and provide positive benefits 
to freeway users and the economy. An incident management 
strategy would reduce delay from truck-involved incidents and 
accidents, but it would not address the problem of recurring 
congestion. To be most effective, an incident management 
program should be paired with a traffic management program. 

Night Shipping and Receiving 

A night shipping and receiving program may be feasible in 
Los Angeles if it can withstand legal challenge and garner 
industry support. The California legislature has granted 
SCAQMD the power to regulate shipping and receiving as 
an indirect source of truck emissions, but such a program may 
be challenged as interfering with Interstate commerce. Res
olution of the conflicting federal mandates (to facilitate Inter
state commerce and reduce air pollution) may require 
congressional or judicial action. The full social and economic 
impacts of this strategy are not easily estimated; however, it 
is clear that the economic impacts will be costly unless the 
program is directed toward businesses and industries that can 
find offsetting savings. This will necessitate the strong partic
ipation of shippers and receivers in the design and imple
mentation of the program. The strategy would have a modest 
effect on peak-period congestion, but it may improve air qual
ity by reducing truck emissions during daylight hours. The 
strategy warrants more detailed study. 

Peak-Period Freeway Truck Ban 

A peak-period ban on large-truck travel on the freeways would 
have modest negative impacts on motor carriers, the econ
omy, and air quality (engine emissions would increase as trucks 
divert to slower arterial routes). Average freeway speeds would 
increase slightly, but a ban would not provide significant relief 
from peak-hour congestion. Approval of a peak-period free
way truck ban is unlikely under the provisions of the ST AA 
and subsequent court decisions. The courts, citing the federal 
supremacy clause, have consistently struck down state laws 
that have attempted to impose truck bans based on general 
concerns about congestion and safety. Truck bans on specific, 
high-accident freeway segments are possible, but FHWA has 
approved only one ban (of limited duration) since the STAA 
was enacted. An areawide ban aimed at reducing air pollution 
has not been tested with FHWA or the courts. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

At the conclusion of this study, the following recommenda
tions were made to the state of California. 
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Programs 

• The state should expand and improve its incident man
agement programs in the Los Angeles, San Francisco, and 
San Diego areas. 

As a first step, Caltrans and CHP should undertake a joint 
review of their current incident management programs. Using 
this review as a base, they should develop a list of improve
ments (including those suggested in this paper) in the areas 
of surveillance, communications, site procedures, organiza
tion, and management. The improvements should then be 
tested and demonstrated to establish their feasibility and cost
effectiveness. Other state and local agencies that are involved 
in incident management should participate in the develop
ment program to encourage innovation and disseminate new 
techniques as rapidly as possible. The state should continue 
and strengthen its efforts to prevent accidents and incidents 
through its licensing, equipment maintenance, and safety 
inspection programs. 

• Concurrently, the state should expand and intensify its 
traffic management programs in all three areas. 

Caltrans should review its current traffic improvement pro
grams to ensure that they give explicit consideration to the 
needs of large-truck operators and to the effects of these 
trucks on traffic flow. Special attention should be given to 
signage, speed controls, and the design of ramps and contin
uous-merge lanes. Congested freeways with high volumes of 
large trucks should be assessed and targeted for intensive 
truck-traffic management. In the San Francisco East Bay area, 
I-880 (the Nimitz Freeway) should be considered for use as 
a demonstration site for the truck-traffic management pro
gram. It is a congested freeway that carries a high volume of 
trucks and has a high accident rate. It is already a candidate 
for traffic management improvements and would provide an 
early opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness of truck-traffic 
management actions. 

• The state should support a pilot program in Los Angeles 
to determine if a cost-effective night shipping and receiving 
program can be developed. 

The program should focus on one or two high-truck-volume 
industries and determine if there are regulatory, tax, or oper
ational changes that could make offpeak shipping and receiv
ing economically attractive to firms. The pilot program should 
have a working council representing business, industry, motor 
carriers, and government. The working council should pro
vide a forum for technical work as well as program devel
opment. As part of this program, Caltrans should monitor 
the progress of the night shipping and receiving program pro
posed by the city of Los Angeles (requiring large shippers 
and receivers to operate their docks for at least 4 hr between 
the hours of 8:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.). 

•The state should not pursue areawide freeway truck bans; 
however, it should research time-of-day and lane restrictions. 

Caltrans should conduct additional research on truck-involved 
incidents and traffic flow under congested conditions to deter
mine whether there is a safety justification for time-of-day 
and lane restrictions on specific, high-accident freeway sections. 

• The state should collect data and improve traffic modeling 
procedures used to estimate the impact of trucks on air quality. 

The assessment of air quality impacts was not part of the 
scope of this study, but it is an important element of freeway 
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and truck management strategies for Los Angeles. Available 
data on truck movements are inadequate, and current traffic 
models do not adequately distinguish trucks from other vehi
cles. New data and more responsive analytical tools must be 
developed. 

Policies 

This study provided new data and new insights on the rela
tionships between large trucks and urban freeway congestion, 
and it put California at the leading edge of efforts to develop 
new solutions to urban freeway congestion. The issues of 
freeway and truck management are complex, and some solu
tions have significant social and economic costs. A single study, 
necessarily, leaves many questions unanswered and many 
options unexplored. Effective and equitable solutions will 
require a long-term commitment to research and implemen
tation. As transportation policies are developed, it is rec
ommended that the state. 

• Encourage the development and coordination of freeway 
and truck management programs; 

• Develop forums through which business, industry , and 
government can resolve congestion and urban goods move
ment problems; and 
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• Promote research and development of technology for 
highway and truck management. 
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Effect of 49th-50th Street Bus and Taxiway 
on Traffic Congestion in Manhattan 

PAUL P. JovANIS, KAMBIZ BASHAR, AND Au HAGHANI 

In March 1986, the New York City Department of Transportation 
simultaneously imposed a series of traffic regulations along 49th 
and 50th streets that became known as the 49th and 50th Street 
Bus and Taxiway. The regulations included a curbside priority 
lane for buses and occupied taxis, a ban on curbside pickup and 
delivery during selected midday hours, and a required turn for 
all nonpriority vehicles at the end of each block. Because the 
"before" data are limited, a before-and-after experimental design 
was conducted for priority vehicles (i.e., buses and occupied taxis) 
only. The findings of a study to assess the impact of these reg
ulations suggest that measures other than curbside loading and 
unloading restrictions may be more effective in providing priority 
for selected road users. This conclusion is tempered by the unpre
cedented combination of tactics that were simultaneously imple
mented at the site and the ensuing uncertainties in discerning the 
causes for the observed changes in travel time. 

During the middle and late 1980s, urban traffic congestion 
increased. This increase led to outcries from decision makers 
and the public at large. Although many tactics have been pro
posed and implemented, a group targeted frequently for travel 
restrictions is those involved in the movement of urban goods, 
in spite of a recent literature review (1) that revealed limited 
empirical assessments of traffic benefits due to truck restrictions . 
Further, the same review revealed that little is known of the 
economic consequences of goods movement restrictions on 
transportation providers, shippers, or customers. 

It is legitimate to ask how this state of affairs has evolved. 
A simplistic response is that people vote and packages do not. 
Beyond this rationale, it must be assumed that many trans
portation professionals believe that restricting the delivery of 
urban goods and services by light trucks and vans is a positive 
policy option in relieving congestion. The congestion-related 
effects of a particular restriction on delivery of goods and 
services formed the focus of this research . 

In March 1986, the New York City Department of Trans
portation (NYCDOT) implemented a series of traffic regu
lations on 49th and 50th streets, a pair of one-way streets in 
Manhattan, between 3rd and 8th avenues (Figure 1). These 
regulations, referred to by NYCDOT as the 49th and 50th 
Street Bus and Taxiway, are listed below: 

• A red zone priority lane was implemented in the right
side curb lane for the exclusive use of buses and loaded taxis. 

P. P. Jovanis , Department of Civil Engineering and Transportation 
Research Group, University of California, Davis, Calif. 95616. K. 
Bashar, United Parcel Service, 2311 York Road , Timonium, Md. 
21093. A. Haghani, Department of Civil Engineering, University of 
Pittsburgh, 949 Benedum Hall, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15261. 

• Private vehicles and unloaded taxis could use 49th and 
50th streets but were required to turn off after traveling one 
block (shown in Figure 1 as dashed lines at each intersection) . 

• On-street loading and unloading of vehicles were prohib
ited on 49th Street from 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. and on 50th 
Street from 2:00 to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. 

The first two sets of regulations were in effect from 8:00 a .m. 
to 6:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. 

These regulations had a significant effect on traffic patterns 
on both 49th and 50th streets, as well as on the neighboring 
streets and avenues. A particular concern was that three traffic 
control measures were implemented simultaneously: a prior
ity lane , mandatory turns for classes of vehicles, and restric
tions on loading and unloading. In evaluating the effectiveness 
of the bus and taxiway, it is important to understand how 
each individual regulation affected traffic flows. 

Because of a concern for the continued viability of their 
businesses, a number of companies joined together to form 
the Business Committee on Midtown Traffic. This organi
zation requested that the Northwestern University Transpor
tation Center submit a proposal for a study that would assess 
the impacts of the bus and taxiway. The accepted proposal 
had two major components: (a) a study of traffic impacts and 
(b) a study of companies' perceptions of how the restrictions 
affected their operations in the area. This paper reports find
ings of the traffic impact phase of the research. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH 

The objectives of the traffic study were 

1. To measure the effect of the 49th and 50th street regu
lations on travel time in the corridor. This included separate 
measurement of travel time along 49th and 50th streets as 
well as the nearest adjacent streets, 48th and 5lst. Particular 
emphasis was placed on identifying spatial and temporal changes 
in travel time. When possible, the magnitude and cause of 
any changes were determined. 

2. To separately estimate the effect of restrictions on load
ing and unloading along 49th and 50th streets. Because these 
restrictions were imposed simultaneously with mandatory turns 
for through traffic, it was important to separate their effects. 

The overall intent of the research was to conduct an inde
pendent assessment of the effect of the traffic regulations. In 
developing a study design, emphasis was placed on the ability 
to statistically test hypotheses concerning these effects. 
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STRUCTURE OF THE ANALYSIS 

Although data describing conditions after implementation of 
the bus and taxiway could be collected easily, the research 
team had to rely on NYCDOT to provide data describing 
previous conditions. (Contact was not established between 
the Business Committee and Northwestern until after the bus 
and taxiway was implemented.) Preliminary meetings with 
NYCDOT representatives revealed that travel time data were 
periodically collected on selected New York City streets dur
ing spring and fall. NYCDOT committed to providing avail
able travel time data for affected streets before bus and taxi
way implementation. Because limited flow data were available 
for that period, travel time (or speed) was chosen as the 
primary measure of effectiveness. A subsequent report by 
NYCDOT (2) indicated that total volumes on 49th and 50th 
streets had remained nearly the same, although the mix of 
vehicles had changed dramatically: There were many more 
taxis and fewer trucks and private automobiles. A before
and-after design was thus undertaken using travel time as the 
primary measure of effectiveness. 

The research team asked NYCDOT to provide copies of 
individual travel time runs in the study corridor. Summary 
data containing the means of several runs were initially sent 
to the researchers, but these were insufficient for statistical 
inference. After several months of discussion, individual travel 
time runs were provided to the research team for 49th, 50th, 
and 51st streets for fall 1985. At this point, the research team 
had a choice: 
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l. Conduct limited analyses of summary data provided by 
NYCDOT (which would consist of comparing two numbers 
without the ability to statistically test hypotheses unless a 
variance and sample size were assumed) or 

2. Use the more limited set of raw data for fall 1985, but 
conduct valid statistical tests of hypotheses concerning equal
ity of mean travel times before and after the bus and taxiway 
was implemented. 

As part of these deliberations, Figure 2 was constructed 
from NYCDOT Speed Books (3, 4), which are a compilation 
of mean travel times on selected routes for a season and year. 
The plots indicate that the fall 1985 travel times for 49th and 
50th streets were a little higher than previous times. The 
research team concluded that it was reasonable to use fall 
1985 travel times to characterize traffic conditions before the 
bus and taxiway. Because the fall 1985 travel times were some
what higher, the decision might have created a bias in the 
direction of overstated bus and taxiway time savings. There
fore , a t-test was used to test the null hypothesis of equal 
mean travel times for unequal sample sizes and unequal (and 
unknown) variances. The alternative hypothesis was that the 
means were unequal. 

The analyses of the travel times were complicated by the 
overlapping of the traffic restrictions. One figure of merit that 
could have been used was the change in average travel time 
from 3rd to 8th avenues during the entire day. This measure 
is useful in determining average efficiency for crosstown travel, 
but it ignores important differences in the spatial and temporal 
patterns of corridor use. For example, it is useful to know 
the changes in travel time for the hours just before the restric
tions on loading and unloading, the hours during the restric
tions, and those after the restrictions. 

The spatial differences are particularly important because 
of the mandatory turns. After the bus and taxiway was imple
mented, many vehicles had to approach their destination along 
the nearest avenue and then turn directly along 49th or 50th 
street for less than a block. If the destination was along a 
block that had experienced an increase in travel time, that 
user would experience an increase in travel time, not a reduc
tion. After serving a customer on one block, a vehicle may 
have needed to serve another customer on the next block of 
49th or 50th Street. An eight-block detour was typically needed 
in this situation because of the mandatory turns and the one
way grid street pattern. Separate analyses were therefore con
ducted of block-by-block changes, identifying road sections 
that experienced travel time increases or no significant changes 
as well as those that experienced travel time reductions. 

DATA COLLECTION 

Overview 

NYCDOT collected travel time data using department vehi
cles during fall 1985. These were the only New York City 
data used in the analysis. Inspection of the completed data 
forms indicated that the city used a technique similar to one 
in the Transportation and Traffic Engineering Handbook (5). 
Unfortunately, data were only provided for through vehicles 
on 49th, 50th, and 51st streets; no analysis of 48th Street 
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FIGURE 2 Historical travel times: (top) 49th Street and (bottom) 50th Street. 

was possible nor was it possible to assess travel time changes 
for travelers turning off the subject streets because of the 
mandatory turns. 

Travel times after implementation of the bus and taxiway 
were collected by the research team. Several visits were made 
to Manhattan during late summer 1986 to plan and design the 
data collection activity. Data were collected on Tuesday and 
Thursday from September 30 through October 9 between 8:00 
a.m. and 6:00 p.m. The streets studied were 48th through 
51st between 3rd and 8th avenues. Because of the vehicular 
restrictions on 49th and 50th streets, Medallion taxis with New 
York cab drivers were used as the data collection vehicles. 

Travel time and stopped delay data were collected using 
the "moving vehicle" method (5). There were two observers 
in the data collection vehicles. One recorded the elapsed time 
between each intersection and the other, the duration of the 
delays and their causes. The drivers of the vehicles had no 
role in observing and collecting data. They were specifically 
asked to drive as they normally would so the data would reflect 
actual taxi travel times in the corridor. Thus, travel times are 

reflective of priority vehicle travel in the corridor. N onpriority 
vehicles experienced much longer travel times. 

In addition to the usual data collected in such a study, 
additional data were collected to discern the effect of the curb 
use restrictions on travel time. One observer recorded the 
number of vehicles illegally parked at the curb during the 
restricted hours and their location along the block. Parked 
vehicle travel times were compared with the travel time data 
collected when no vehicles were parked at the curb during 
the same period. These data were used as part of a field 
simulation to provide a more detailed assessment of the effect 
of the restrictions on loading and unloading. 

Comment on Travel Time Estimates 

Travel times in an urban street corridor are affected by a wide 
variety of factors. Driver perceptions of the value of time can 
be conceptualized to be balanced against operating costs and 
safety level; an outcome is the driver's desired travel time or 
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speed. The presence of other traffic and pedestrians because 
of urban economic activity may cause congestion or accident 
risk, further constraining this travel time choice. As each of 
these factors changes (as they did in the bus and taxiway), 
travel times change. 

This conceptualization makes it easier to see how each fac
tor was considered during the data collection study design. In 
concept, direct measurement of the effect of the three road 
traffic controls implemented on 49th and 50th streets, the 
exclusive lane for buses and taxis, the restrictions on loading 
and unloading during midday, and the mandatory turns at 
each intersection for all vehicles other than buses and loaded 
taxis would be desirable. The level of enforcement necessary 
to ensure compliance with the restrictions is implicitly included 
in the assessment. During visits to the site, it appeared that 
enforcement at the intersections was fairly strict; traffic agents 
were typically posted at each intersection. Enforcement of the 
restrictions on loading and unloading was more erratic, as 
shown by the illegal curb use. Thus, the travel time measure
ments captured the collective effect of changes in lane use 
(the bus lane), parking (loading and unloading restrictions), 
turns, and enforcement. 

It was assumed that several factors would not change sig
nificantly in the 1-year time period between the before-and
after studies. These included the driver's value of time and 
the perception of fuel, insurance, and vehicle maintenance 
costs. The road design itself did not change in the corridor 
during the year nor did the handling and braking character
istics of the vehicles. It was assumed that the level of other 
street use (e.g., for construction) had not appreciably changed 
during the year. Given the intense level of building and res
toration activity in Manhattan, this did not seem an unrea
sonable assumption. It was also unlikely that signal timing 
changes were implemented because of the dense grid that 
characterizes the Manhattan street system and the current lack 
of central computer control in Manhattan. 

Because the data collection and analysis were constructed 
to compare data from two consecutive fall seasons, there were 
controls for fluctuations in traffic (pedestrian and vehicular) 
that were due to seasonal economic cycles. Implicitly, there 
were also controls for broad patterns in weather and hours 
of daylight and darkness. By waiting until fall 1986 to collect 
the data, users were allowed over 6 months to change their 
operations in response to the bus and taxiway. The travel 
times thus reflected what was believed tQ be a new equilibrium 
pattern of operations in response to the traffic restrictions. 
This experimental structure allows the use of a variety of 
statistical procedures to test whether differences in travel times 
were due to chance or whether they were lasting effects. Fur
ther details of the data analysis and summaries of raw data 
are contained in the technical report of the study ( 6). 

These estimates of changes in travel time did not include 
the time wasted by any vehicle other than a loaded taxi or 
bus that tried to move more than one block along 49th or 
50th Street. Any nonpriority vehicle that attempted to cross 
an avenue was required to travel an additional eight blocks 
to reach the intersection entry at the next block (due to the 
mandatory turns and the largely one-way grid of streets). 
These circuitous routings had important implications for travel 
time and air quality that were too difficult to measure in the 
field. Thus, the estimates of travel time changes should be 
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considered as a best-case scenario biased in favor of the bus 
and taxiway. The experiences of many users were expected 
to be somewhat worse. 

EMPIRICAL FINDINGS OF TRAVEL TIME 
STUDIES 

Overall Effect 

For a crosstown trip along 49th Street from 3rd to 8th Avenue 
between 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m., the average travel time 
savings was significant for any user. Before the restriction, 
the average travel time on 49th Street was 15 .1 min. After
ward, travel time was 9.2, a drop of 5.9 min. On 50th Street, 
however, a trip from 8th to 3rd Avenue that previously took 
10.1 min took 9.7 min after the restriction-a difference of 
only 0.4 min. After implementation of the restrictions, travel 
times on 51st Street increased by 22 percent, from an average 
of 10.1 min to an average of 12.3 min. Only the 49th and 51st 
street changes were statistically significant. Further, the tem
poral and spatial patterns indicated clear patterns of response 
to the 49th and 50th street restrictions. 

Temporal Distribution of Travel Times 

The three traffic control measures that made up the bus and 
taxiway were not all implemented during the same time period. 
The priority lane and mandatory turns were imposed on week
days from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Curb use was restricted from 
11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on 49th Street and from 2:00 p.m. to 
5:00 p.m. on 50th Street. It was expected that the three control 
measures would alter usage patterns along 49th and 50th streets 
and result in complex patterns of travel time changes through
out the day and along streets in the area as users responded 
to the restrictions. 

Figures 3 and 4 show travel times by hour for crosstown travel 
between 3rd and 8th avenues on 49th and 50th streets, respec
tively. Average travel times before the bus and taxiway (fall 
1985) and after implementation (fall 1986) are plotted sepa
rately, and differences attributable to the bus and taxiway are 
highlighted with diagonal lines. The crosshatched areas repre
sent a qualitative estimate of the travel time savings that may 
be attributable to the loading and unloading restrictions in effect 
only during these time periods on each street. The area was 
determined by extrapolating travel time changes at the beginning 
of the loading and unloading restrictions (i.e., 11:00 a.m. on 
49th Street and 2:00 p.m. on 50th Street) to those existing at 
the end of the restrictions (after 2:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m., respec
tively). The line connecting the beginning and end points can 
be interpreted as a trend line that represents changes that might 
have occurred in the absence of the loading and unloading 
restrictions. Sample sizes for the two data sets were quite dif
ferent: "before" data (collected by NYCDOT) typically con
tained 2 observations per hour, whereas "after" data (collected 
by Northwestern) typically contained 10. 

Figure 3 shows substantial travel time savings during the 
midday period (roughly 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.). The hour 
from 3:00 to 4:00 p.m. had virtually the same travel time 
before and after the restrictions as did the 8:00 to 9:00 a.m. 
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hour. La1ge savings we1e also appa1e11l from 4:00 lo 6:00 p.m. 
Figure 4 shows a different set of travel time changes for 50th 
Street. There were major reductions in travel time from 10:00 
a.m. to 1:00 p.m. and from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. However, there 
were increases in travel time from 8:00 to 10:00 a.m. and from 
1:00 to 3:00 p.m. 

To facilitate statistical tests, the 10 hr of the restriction were 
divided into four time periods: 8:00 to 11:00 a.m.; 11:00 a.m. 
to 2:00 p.m.; 2:00 to 5:00 p.m.; and 5:00 to 6:00 p.m. These 
correspond to time blocks just before curb use restrictions, 
during 49th Street restrictions, during 50th Street restrictions, 
and after curb restrictions, respectively. 

Statistical tests comparing mean travel times on 49th Street 
supported the earlier qualitative assessments (see Table 1): 
travel time changes from 8:00 to 11:00 a.m. were 2.5 min, 
the smallest of any time period. The travel time change for 
all time periods was also statistically significant. 
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Statistical tests of travel lime change on 50th Street (see 
Table 1) revealed that there was no significant change in 
crosstown travel time for any of the four time periods. Although 
Figure 4 appears to show savings in travel time with the restric
tions, the apparent differences in average travel time are over
whelmed by variations in the data. These findings are con
sistent with the earlier conclusion of no significant travel time 
change on 50th Street. 

Although the pattern of travel time changes was different 
for the two streets, there is a common conclusion to the anal
ysis: the major factors contributing to time savings appear to 
be the priority lane and mandatory turns, not the restrictions 
on loading and unloading. 

The travel times on 51st Street, as a function of time of 
day, are shown in Figure 5 and Table 1. Several clear patterns 
emerge: travel times from 8:00 to 10:00 a.m. were much higher 
than before the bus and taxiway, but the result is of marginal 

TABLE 1 TRAVEL TIME CHANGES BY TIME OF DAY 

Travel Times (min) by Time of Day 

Street and Time Period 8-11 a.m. 11 a.m.-2 p.m. 2-5 p.m. 5-6 p.m. 

49th Street 
Before 13.3 19.2 13.7 14.3 
After 10.8 7.8 9.0 9.1 

Difference 2.5" 11.4" 4.7" 5.2" 

50th Street 
Before 9.0 13.4 8.4 9.8 
After 9.9 12.0 8.2 8.5 

Difference -0.9 1.4 0.2 1.3 

51st Street 
Before 9.2 12.0 10.3 9.0 
After 11.2 14.8 12.1 11.1 -- --
Difference -2.0 -2.8" -1.8" -2.1 

"Implies a statistically significant difference for a = 0.05. 
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statistical significance. These findings could have been caused 
by vehicles arriving early in the corridor to avoid the restric
tions on 49th Street. There were also large travel time increases 
from 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. (when loading and unloading 
were banned on 49th Street) and from 2:00 to 5:00 p.m. (when 
50th Street curb restrictions were initiated). The worst increase 
occurred from 12:00 to 1:00 p.m ., when there were also high 
pedestrian flows in midtown. The magnitude of these differ
ences was also substantial, with changes frequently exceeding 
3 min and occasionally nearing 6 min. 

Another observation should be made concerning these travel 
time trends. To some extent on 49th and 51st streets, but 
quite clearly on 50th Street, travel times tended to reach a 
peak during midday both before and after the restrictions. 
Field observations revealed that this was primarily attribut
able to the large number of pedestrians that circulated in the 
corridor and competed with high vehicle turn flows for limited 
roadway space. During morning and afternoon rush hours , 
the pedestrian conflicts lessened somewhat, easing turns for 
vehicles. 

This pattern of congestion was quite different from that 
experienced in many other cities and substantially compli
cated the identification of causes of congestion. During field 
data collection, the vast amount of congestion occurred at the 
intersections. It was simply impossible to observe and identify 
what was causing the delay: poor signal timing, pedestrian 
conflicts, the mandatory turns, inadequate capacity, or some 
combination of these factors. Although it was possible to 
describe what had occurred, it was more difficult to provide 
a more detailed attribution of causality. 

Spatial Distribution of Travel Times 

Figures 6 and 7 show the spatial distribution of travel time 
changes for 49th and 50th streets, respectively, using mean 
times from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Figure 5 shows an enormous 
time savings (nearly 4 min) on 49th Street approaching 7th 
Avenue and moderate savings (typically 1 min) approaching 
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6th and 8th avenues. There were small changes at other inter
sections, including an increase approaching Lexington Ave
nue. Statistical tests (see Table 2) support these qualitative 
assessments. Significant travel time savings on 49th Street for 
the entire day were only observed on the west side approach
ing 6th, 7th, and 8th avenues. There were scattered travel 
time savings and increases on other mid-Manhattan and east 
side streets, but they were oot sustained throughout the day. 
The massive time savings approaching 7th Avenue dominated 
any other travel time changes along 49th Street. 

Findings for 50th Street were again quit dim rent . Figure 
7 shows travel time avings approaching Madison and 3rd 
avenues but increases in travel times approaching 6th and 5th 
avenues. Statistical tests confirmed these findings. What was 
gained at 3rd Avenue and Madison was lost on 5th and 6th 
avenues. The net result for a crosstown trip was no improve
ment in travel time with the restrictions. On this street, west
side users were worse off because of the bus and taxiway, 
even if circuitous routings were not considered. Only users 
approaching Madison and 3rd avenues received any benefit 
throughout the day. 

As with other streets in the bus and taxiway area, there 
were significant spatial patterns to the travel time changes on 
51st Street (see Figure 8 and Table 2). Substantial travel time 
increases occurred approaching Lexington, Madison, and 7th 
avenues. These increases existed on the Lexington Avenue 
approach for all time p riods except 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. 
There were also significant increases in travel time on the 7th 
Avenue approach, particularly from 11:00 a.m . to 5:00 p.m., 
when the loading and unloading restrictions were in effect on 
49th and 50th streets. 

EFFECT OF LOADING AND UNLOADING 
RESTRICTIONS ON TRAVEL TIME 

The effect of the curb use restriction was evaluated by noting 
the presence of any illegally parked vehicles during the hours 
restricting loading and unloading. These vehicles effectively 
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FIGURE 6 Block travel time: 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on 49th Street. 
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FIGURE 7 Block travel time: 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on SOth Street. 

TABLE 2 TRAVEL TIME CHANGES ALONG INDIVIDUAL BLOCKS: 8:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M. 

Mean Travel Times (min) by Blockface" 

Park 
3rd and Lexington and Madison 

Street and Time Period Lexington and Park Madison and 5th 5th and 6th 6th and 7th 7th and 8th 

49th Street 
Before 1.6 1.4 1.7 1.3 2.3 4.6 2.2 
After 1.7 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.5 0.7 1.3 --
Difference - 0.1 0.0 0.4 0.1 o.s• 3.9• 0.9• 

50th Street 
Before 2.5 1.1 1.6 1.7 1.5 0.7 1.0 
After 0.6 1.0 1.7 0.9 2.2 1.9 1.4 --
Difference 1.9b 0.1 -0.l o.s• -0.7b - i.2• -0.4 

51st Street 
Before 1.5 1.2 1.3 1.2 2.3 1.4 1.3 
After 2.3 1.4 1.7 1.3 2.1 2.2 1.2 
Difference -o.s• -0.2 -o.4• -0.1 0.2 -o.s• 0.1 

"49th and Slst streets are one way westbound; therefore , vehicles move from 3rd Avenue toward 8th Avenue. 50th Street is one way eastbound ; 
therefore , vehicles move from 8th Avenue toward 3rd Avenue. 
•significant difference in travel time for a = 0.5. 

blocked one through lane. By comparing travel times when 
the lane was blocked by one or more vehicles with the travel 
time without blockage, an estimate of the effect of the restric
tion was obtained. Clearly, having one vehicle illegally parked 
was not the same as having the lane full; however, it only 
took one blockage to substantially reduce the utility of the 
lane. Importantly, collecting data during the time of day that 
the restrictions were in effect controlled for the effect of 
pedestrian and vehicle flows directly. 

In addition to the presence of the illegally parked vehicles, 
their location was also recorded. Vehicles parked farthest 
upstream on a block were recorded as in the last third of the 
block, vehicles in the next third as in the middle of the block. 
Vehicles closest to the traffic signal controlling traffic on the 
block under study were recorded as in the first third of the 
block. The hypothesis was that vehicles parked in the first 
third of the block had the largest effect on travel time because 
they directly affected queue discharges and turns. This was 
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an important comparison because it helped to determine how 
close to the intersection to allow loading and unloading if the 
restriction was modified. 

Two separate comparisons were conducted. The first com
pared travel times with and without illegal standing on each 
blockface of 49th and 50th streets. The second attempted to 
determine the effect of having a vehicle in the first third of 
the block compared with one or more parked in the other 
two-thirds. Due to a limited sample size, the latter comparison 
could not be made for each blockface. Instead, data were 
aggregated from all blocks and, to correct for the effect of 
distance, speed rather than travel time was used. 
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Comparisons for Each Block 

Figures 9 and 10 show the travel time comparisons for 49th 
and 50th streets, respectively. Although the travel times on 
49th Street were generally higher when standing was observed, 
none of the differences was statistically significant. Travel 
times on the west end of 49th Street were nearly the same, 
irrespective of the presence of illegai curb use. 

The results for 50th Street were similar to those for 49th 
Street: none of the blocks had significantly different travel 
times because of illegal curb use. Interestingly, on two blocks 
(Lexington and Madison), travel times were slightly higher, 
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FIGURE 8 Block travel time: 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on Slst Street. 
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with no curb use. Again, none of these differences was 
statistically significant. 

Effect of Location of Illegal Curb Use 

The second set of analyses compared travel times for two 
conditions: 

1. When vehicles were illegally parked in the first third of 
the block, and 

2. When vehicles were illegally parked in the end, middle, 
or both remaining thirds of the block. 

The average speed was 8.3 mph for the first case and 8.9 
mph for the second case. Statistical tests found no difference 
between them. There appeared to be no measurable effect of 
allowing loading and unloading far upstream of the exit inter
section. Thus , given the nature of the experiment and the 
importance of allowing for queueing and turns, it appeared 
reasonable to allow loading and unloading in the two-thirds 
of the block farthest from the controlling traffic signal. 

Discussion of Results 

These detailed comparisons largely support the conclusion of 
the previous section: The restrictions that had the greatest 
effect on travel time were the priority lane and mandatory 
turns. In comparison, the effect of the loading and unloading 
restrictions was extremely small. 

It could be argued that these analyses were not valid because 
the effect of one truck at the curb is very different from that 
of a full curb. Although in principle this is true, from the 
perspective of the number of available approach lanes it is 
not. Vehicles would have to merge to pass the illegal vehicle; 
the merging action would slow them down enough to result 

in some travel time difference. However, in these data, no 
significant effect was evident. The volumes appeared to be 
low enough that the merging and weaving around illegally 
parked vehicles could be executed with limited delay. 

Thus, for this package of restrictions, the loading and 
unloading regulations make little sense and should be elimi
nated. To allow easy access for turns, curb use prohibitions 
should remain for the first third of each block. Travel time 
data should be collected to monitor this change in the restric
tions. After several months of study testing and evaluation in 
the field, a more definitive judgment could be made on effects 
of loading and unloading restrictions. Because flow data are 
not systematically available in the corridor, it is difficult to 
offer more precise guidelines to other potential users of these 
types of restrictions. Flows with the bus and taxiway were 
clearly heavy but not oversaturated. The restrictions on load
ing and unloading were implemented during midday, when 
peak commuter traffic was much less of a problem. From a 
traffic management perspective , the restrictions on loading 
and unloading appear to have had limited effect because of 
their midday imposition; it is this timing, however, that makes 
them particularly onerous to delivery and service vehicles 
attempting to meet customer needs in the area. For these 
reasons, the study concluded with recommendations for a set 
of field experiments that selectively remove portions of the 
restrictions. These recommended studies are discussed in the 
following section . 

SUMMARY ANU CONCLUSIONS 

Extensive data analyses were conducted to assess the travel 
time impact of the 49th and 50th Street bus and taxiway in 
Manhattan. A before-and-after comparison was conducted 
using data provided by NYCDOT (to characterize conditions 
before the restrictions) and data collected by Northwestern 
University Transportation Center (to characterize conditions 
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afterward). Data were compared between fall 1985 and fall 
1986 to control for seasonal traffic fluctuations and allow time 
for corridor users to respond to the restrictions. 

The travel time studies yielded remarkably different results 
for the two streets on which the restrictions were imple
mented. There were significant travel time reductions on the 
west side of 49th Street throughout the day. Although there 
were scattered time savings approaching other mid-Manhattan 
and east-side streets, the savings were not sustained through
out the day and were balanced somewhat by increases in travel 
time approaching Lexington and Park avenues . 

On 50th Street, traffic patterns were more complex; some 
blocks had time savings, whereas others experienced travel 
time increases. The conclusion is that crosstown travel times 
did not change significantly for the entire day or for specific 
time periods during the day, including the time when the curb 
use restrictions were in effect. 

Attempts to isolate the effect of the loading and unloading 
restrictions revealed that the travel time savings, when they 
occurred, were overwhelmingly due to the priority lane and 
mandatory turns, not the curb use restrictions. 

There were significant travel time increases along Slst Street, 
apparently because of the restrictions on 49th and 50th streets. 
The increases were particularly large approaching Lexington, 
Madison, and 7th avenues. 

The analyses identified several locations that experienced 
no change in travel time with the bus and taxiway. Experi
ments with removal of the mandatory turn restrictions should 
be performed. These proposed changes in the turn require
ments recognize the cost paid by nonpriority vehicles due to 
the eight-block circuitous routing. A series of experiments 
should be conducted in which the turn restrictions are changed 
to ease traffic circulation. The effect of these changes on 
corridor travel time can be closely monitored during the 
experiment so that taxi and bus travel time savings are not 
eroded. 

This fine tuning of the taxiway system should retain savings 
for buses and lo

0

aded taxis while allowing some cost relief for 
other corridor users . Air quality is also likely to benefit from 
concurrent vehicle mileage reductions. 

It is recommended that the restrictions on loading and 
unloading be removed on 49th and 50th streets except for the 
third of each block that is closest to the controlling traffic 
signal. Although it appears from the analysis that the restric
tions on loading and unloading could be eliminated com
pletely, preserving a third of the block for moving vehicles 
may be advisable. 

Despite a rather extensive data collection effort after impo
sition of the bus and taxiway, it was extremely difficult to 
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attribute delays to particular causes and even more difficult 
to offer specific advice about likely effects should these pol
icies be attempted elsewhere. The process of experimental 
removal and monitoring of the traffic regulations along 49th 
and 50th streets is recommended so that the government's 
ability to provide priority service for selected road users can 
be determined by the costs imposed on nonpriority vehicles. 
Although other analysis techniques, such as simulation, may 
be attempted to estimate travel time effects, the complexity 
of the regulations argues for an experimental approach. 

The basic question that is left unanswered is, which street, 
49th or 50th, has given results that are more typical or expected? 
The short answer is one of uncertainty; however, the focus 
of travel time changes primarily along one block of 49th Street 
and the more varied and dispersed changes along the remain
der of 49th and all of 50th Street argue for a cautious approach 
to implementation of this mix of tactics in other locations. If 
the more incremental experimental approach is adopted in 
Manhattan and elsewhere , more can be learned about how 
these regulations interact . 
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Effects of Truck Restrictions on Regional 
Transportation Demand Estimates 

JOHN P. REILLY AND JEFFERY J. HOCHMUTH 

The effect of currently imposed truck restrictions on transpor
tation demund estimates, the mix of trucks in congested traffic, 
and truck travel time· and trip length ;:i re examined . During the 
past 3 years, the hicago Area Tran portation tudy ( AT ) ha 
been developing the Tran ·portation • ystem Development Plan 
for 2010. The travel demand process ineoq orates the re ults of 
a 1986 commercial vehicle survey, 1980 and 2010 socioeconomic 
variable , and network characteristics in th traditional f ur- tep 
d mand mod ling process. The ATS practice of combining tru k 
trips with aut mobile !Tips in the form of automobile vehicle 
equiv<1lc11ce- before path assignment does not accurately refl Cl 
demand on a number or major hicago area roadway where 
truck restrictions exist. The assignment procedure has been adjusted 
to prevent truck from being loaded to restricted roadw:iys. The 
resu lting tramc assignment how th significant effect of the 
restrictions on the vehicle mix of congested roads. A comparison 
of restricted versus unrestricted demand estimates shows that 
truck restrictions affect truck travel times and trip lengths. It was 
determined that these restrictions significantly affect the trans
portation industry and do not appear to be effective in reducing 
overall congestion in selected locali ns. 

The effects of currently imposed truck restrictions on traffic 
congestion, travel times, and route length of truck trips on 
Chicago area roadways are examined. In addition, some ques
tions regarding truck restrictions are explored. 

The Chicago Area Transportation Study (CA TS) has adopted 
a long-range program known as the 2010 Transportation Sys
tem Development (TSD) Plan (J) . In creating the plan, travel 
demand estimates were developed for commercial vehicles as 
separate trip types . Many transportation planning agencies 
model truck travel by increasing automobile person trips by 
5 to 15 percent, but CATS has traditionally used separate 
demand estimate models to account for truck travel. For the 
2010 TSD plan, truck trip characteristics were developed for 
four distinct types of commercial vehicles according to the 
results of the CA TS 1986 commercial vehicle survey (2) . These 
truck trips were then combined with automobile trips to esti
mate travel demand on alternative highway networks . 

The current practice of combining automobile and truck 
trips, before trip assignment, on the simulated networks assigns 
vehicles to roadways without regard to truck access limita
tions. This practice assumes that all vehicles have equal access 
to all streets and does not accurately reflect the actual cir
cuitous routes that trucks are forced to take because of restric
tions on numerous streets in the region. CATS staff have 
explored a new method to analyze the assignment of com
mercial vehicles in the regional demand modeling process, 

Chicago Area Transportation Study, 300 West Adams Street, Chi
cago, Ill . 60606. 

the results of which are reported here . CATS is currently 
developing other methods (e.g ., parallel path assignments) 
that may improve the modeling process further. 

Truck restrictions are in place for a number of reasons : 

• To improve or maintain the residential quality of neigh
borhoods, 

• To remove trucks from roads such as parkways and 
boulevards, 

•To reduce damage to roadways and bridges, 
•To minimize noise levels, 
• To restrict the movement of hazardous materials, 
• To minimize pedestrian conflicts, and 
• To increase the roadway capacity available to automobile 

drivers. 

Many large trucks are also effectively restricted from access 
to some major streets because of low clearances under older 
railroad viaducts, most of which are in the city of Chicago. 
In addition, truck restrictions interact with many strategic 
decisions and operational characteristics of private-sector 
transportation companies, such as the location of and access 
to manufacturing plants and industrial complexes. 

The following discussion covers the effect of truck restric
tions on the local nonrestricted roadways (increasing the per
centage of trucks on nonrestricted streets), the added costs 
to the transportation function for many businesses (from the 
increase in travel and delivery times), and the possible envi
ronmental implications (from longer and more circuitous truck 
trips) . 

DEFINITIONS 

In 1986, CATS embarked on a major study of commercial 
vehicle behavior. As presented in Table 1, the majority of 
commercial vehicles are divided by the Illinois Secretary of 
State into two separate groups for licensing purposes: (a) the 
Weight Plates Group (WPG), which includes local cartage 
companies such as United Parcel Service and Waste Man
agt:111t:11l, and (b) the International Registration Program (IRP), 
which includes over-the-road operators such as Yellow Freight. 
Also included in the survey were United States Postal Service 
(USPS) vehicles. The USPS operates 1 percent of the total 
commercial vehicles in the region . As seen in Table 1, 360 ,000 
commercial vehicles were registered in the six-county Chicago 
area in 1986. 

The four vehicle class definitions [i.e., B truck (Illinois 
license plates that end with B or have B TRUCK written on 
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the side), light, medium, and heavy] presented in Table 1 
were necessary to model their distinct trip characteristics more 
accurately in the regional modeling process. Table 2 present 
the average (mean and median) daily trip frequency and trip 
length for 'the four classes of commercial vehicle . The urvey 
demonstrated tJiat the length and type of trips made by step
vans and pickup trucks were different from the length and 
type of trip made by the large tractor- emitrailers. 
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for this exercise are 1 VEQ for B and light trucks, 2 VEQs 
for medium trucks, and 3 VEQs for heavy trucks. 

With the goal of adequately mea uring the impact of re iric
tions on larger commercial vehicl.e , a number of resources 
were reviewed to determine what type of commercial vehicle 
classes should be defined as large trucks. These trucks would 
be probibited from using the re lricted streets on the regional 
network. It wa. determined that rhe medium and heavy groups 
defined in the survey would be aggregated as large truck . 
Thi group consi ·ted of those vehicles with a gros weight 
range of 28,00J to 80,000 lb , corresponding closely to the 
26,000-lb thre hold established for Cla s 7 and 8 vehicles a 
defined by the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers' As ociation (3). 
Examples of thi large truck group include beverage trucks, 
concrete mixers, charter buses, dump trucks, fuel trucks, tractor
semitrailers, and multitrailer vehicles. The total number of 
trips for the base year of 1980 and the forecast year of 2010 
are presented in Table 3. 

Becau e the regional highway assignment allocated trips 
and calculated capacity in a base unit of pas enger automo
biles truck trips were convened to automobile vehicle equiv
alents (VEQ) in Uie modeli.ng process. The presence of a 
heavy commercial vehicle on a ection of road is obviously 
much different from that of a passenger car. Given the variou 
types of operational consideration· (e.g., size, weight, accel
eration, speed, and maneuverability) of the distinct truck clas es 
and the various types of roadway charactcri tics (e.g. peed 
limit, level of access control, parking intersection capacity, 
and lane width) throughout the region , the VEQ for each 
class represents an average equivalent number f passenger 
automobiles that a truck from that class represent on the 
road. For example, in the regional model , one heavy truck 
added to a ection of road would have the assumed equivalent 
effect on capacity and traffic congestion of three aut mobiles. 
The VEQs applied in the development of the 2010 plan and 

RESTRICTED ROADWAYS 

The CA TS internal study area consists of six northeastern 
Illinois counties. In addition, CAT has divided the region 
into 1,542 internal zones and 101 external zone . In general, 

TABLE 1 COMMERCIAL VEHICLE REGISTRATIONS IN NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS 

Weight Plates Group 

Vehicle License Gross Vehicle Weight" No . of Vehicles 
Group Totals 

Total No . of 
Class Plate (lb) Registered WPG IRP USPS Vehicles Examples 

B truck B Up to 8,000 237,400 237,400 0 3,200 240,600 Pickup trucks, small vans, 
and some articulated trucks 

g 8,001 to 12,000 20,133 } Step vans, cargo vans, panel 

Light 
12,001 to 16,000 7,233 47,232 650 300 48,182 trucks, armored cars, and 
16,001 to 24,000 13,949 school buses 
24,001 to 28,000 5,917 

K 28,001 to 32,000 2,217 

1 
Beverage trucks, concrete 

Medi"ml f 
32,001 to 40,000 1,417 mixers, garbage trucks, 
40,001 to 45,000 1,967 13,850 7,950 0 21,800 and charter buses 
45,001 to 50,000 4,566 
50,001 to 59,500 2,583 
59,501 to 64,000 1,100 

{~ 
64,001 to 73,280 5,317 } Semitrailers and twin trailers 

Heavy 73,281 to 77,000 417 6,701 41,800 300 48,801 
77,001 to 80,000 967 

Total medium and heavy 20,551 20,551 49,750 300 70,601 
--

Total 305,183 305,183 50,400 3,800 359,383 

NOTE: Data are from 1986 commercial vehicle survey ( 4) . 

TABLE 2 TRIP FREQUENCY AND TRIP LENGTH OF COMMERCIAL VEHICLES 

Vehicle Total Working 
Daily Trip Frequency< Average Trip Lengthrl 

Class VEQ" Registrations Vehiclesb Mean Median Mean 

B truck 1 240,600 129,398 6.9 5.0 11.1 
Light 1 48,182 28,277 7.9 6.0 9.6 
Medium 2 21,800 12,240 9.3 8.5 10.4 
Heavy 3 48,801 12,854 5.9 4.8 24.9 

•VEQ is automobile vehicle equivalent. 
hWorking vehicle is the nvcrnge number of vehicles operating in commercial activity on an average day. 
cTrip frequency is the number of trips per day. 
dTrip length is average miles per trip. 

Median 

7.4 
7.3 
8.4 

22.4 
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TABLE 3 CHICAGO AREA TRUCK TRIPS 

No. of Trips by Type of Vehicle 

Medium and 
All Commercial Heavy Trucks 

Year Vehicles > 28 ,000 lb 

Internal" 
1980 1,348,155 180,915 
2010 1,713,488 156,805 

Extern alb 
1980 115 ,644 67,493 
2010 131,551 77 ,087 

Total Trips 
1980 1,463,799 248,408 
2010 1,845,039 233 ,892 

"Trips made within the region. 
bTrips into , out of, or through the region. 
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the size of the zone is determined by the population, house
hold, and employment density. The internal zonal system is 
shown in Figure 1. 

The CATS highway network file contains over 18,000 links 
(a section of roadway that connects two intersections) that 
represent over 11,000 bidirectional mi of roadway. Speed, 
distance, capacity, impedance, and other variables are coded 
as network characteristics for each link. A list of restricted 
links was compiled and applied to the highway network file. 
The impedance variable on this file allows the analyst to 
effectively eliminate the link as a possible path for choice 
components. 

Given that (a) not all roads and streets are coded into the 
highway network (especially residential streets), (b) not all 
types of truck restrictions apply exclusively or completely to 
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FIGURE 1 Traffic assignment zone system (revised 1984). 
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the large truck group as defined, (c) not all truck operators 
comply with the restrictions as posted, and ( d) staff-hour and 
computer-time constraints exist, it was determined that only 
one network with all of these restricted links would be nec
essary for this exercise. If the results were determined to be 
significant (measurable), then further research would be war
ranted. 

Examples of restricted links in this study include the express 
lanes of 1-90/94 (Kennedy and Dan Ryan expressways), Lake 
Shore Drive (US-41), the boulevard system in the city of 
Chicago, and locations where height restrictions (viaduct 
clearances less than 13 ft) prohibit tractor-semitrailer activity. 
In fact, many truck drivers avoid clearances in the 13 ft 0 in. 
to 13 ft 6 in. range because of variances between the posted 
sign and the actual clearance. These restricted roads and the 
limits of the restricted links are presented in Tables 4 and 5, 
respectively. Only a few of these roads are not on the CA TS 
highway network. 

In total, 568 links representing 377 directional mi were 
effectively removed from the network as restricted roads. 
Table 6 presents the 2010 base network file's directional miles 
and number of links. The last two columns indicate the num
ber of links and miles that were removed. Most of these links 
are in the city of Chicago, and a significant percentage is in 
the older industrial section of the south and southeast portions 
of the city . 

TRAVEL DEMAND ANALYSIS 

Future travel demand estimates are generated from forecast 
socioeconomic data and proposed network improvements using 
the four-step transportation demand modeling process. Inter
nal truck trip productions and attractions were generated for 
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each zone from rates developed in the 1986 commercial vehi
le ·urvey and applied to household an I empl ymcn t levels 

(4). Trip distributions were then developed from lhc produc
tions and allractions using a doubly const rained intervening 

pp rtunitie model (lOM) . in which trip destinations <trc a 
function of production and attraction values for each zone 
matched against the distribution of trips from all zones. To 
properly measure the total activity level of commercial vehi
cles, ATS applied the results of a 1984 external survey (5). 
This survey determined the number of truck trips into out 
of, and through the region . Commercial vehicle trips in the 
external analysis were divided into comparable classes of com
mercial vehicles and then combined with the results of the 
1986 survey. Total commercial vehicle and large-truck trips 
are presented in Table 3. 

In trip or vehicle assignment, truck trips are traditionally 
combined with automobile trips in the network as VEQs and 
then an equilibrium assignment process is used. Paths are 
chosen on the basis of minimum times and loaded using a 
series of all-or-nothing (AON) assignments. Link impedances 
are computed after each AON assignment and used to cal
culate a new set of paths, which are then reloaded. Five iter
ations of this process are combined to compute the equilib
rium v lumes. T he five sets of paths from the assignment on 
the re tricted network are saved. 

The large-truck trips were reloaded onto these paths and 
combined using the equilibrium weights from the initial assign
ment to get the final large-truck link loads (6). This process was 
run using both an unrestricted and a restricted network. The 
loads on unrestricted streets in a restricted network were then 
compared with the unrestricted large-truck link loads from the 
original assignment. The analysis of this procedure generates 
some ideas concerning the effect restrictions have on the mix 
of vehicles on congested unrestricted streets. 

TABLE 4 TRUCK-RESTRICTED ROUTES DUE TO BOULEVARD DESIGNATION, LOAD 
LIMIT, OR LENGTH LIMIT 

F;oute Name 

100th Boulevard 
103rd Street 
107th Street 
112th Boulevard 
115th Street 
24th Boulevard 
26th Street 
3l<Jt Boulevard 
31st Street 
33rd Boulevard 
43rd Street 
51st Street 
57th Boulevard 
59th Street 
71st Street 
71st Street 
83rd Street 
92nd Boulevard 
Adams Bouleva:-d 
Anthony Boulevard 
Ashland Avenue 
Ashland Boulevard 
Ashland Boulevard 
Augusta Boulevard 
Austin Boulevard 
Avenue "L" 

From 

Escanaba Blvd. 
Western Ave. 
Western Ave. 
Avenue "L" Blvd. 
Western Ave. 
Marshall Blvd. 
l<ostner Ave. 
California Blvd. 
Ogden Ave. 
Michigan Ave. 
Archer Ave. 
Cottage Grove Ave. 
IC Railroad 
IL 50 (Cicero Ave.) 
Ashland Ave. 
Pulaski Rd. 
l<edzie Ave. 
Jeffery Ave. 
Central Ave. 
92nd Blvd. 
Irving Park Rd. 
Pratt Blvd. 
Roosevelt Rd. 
Elston Ave. 
Cermak Rd. 
lOOth Blvd. 

To 

Avenue n L II Blvd -
Vincennes Ave. 
M.L. King Dr. 
Indiana state line 
Vincennes Ave. 
California Ave. 
l<edzie Ave. 
Western Ave. 
IL 50 (Cicero Ave.l 
South Pkwy. 
Western Blvd. 
Lake Park Ave. 
Stony Island Ave. 
California Ave. 
I-94 (Dan Ryan) 
Western Ave. 
Halsted Ave. 
Anthony Blvd. 
Austin Blvd. 
Escanaba Blvd. 
Clark St. 
Fargo Ave. 
Lake St. 
Austin Blvd. 
North Ave. 
112th Blvd. 

TABLE 4 (continued on next page) 



TABLE 4 (continued) 

Route Name 

California Avenue 
California Avenue 
California Boulevard 
California Boulevard 
Campbell Park Boulevard 
Central Avenue 
Central Avenue 
Central Avenue 
Central Park Boulevard 
Central Park Boulevard 
Central Park Boulevard 
Ch1cago Avenue 
Darnen Avenue 
Dearborn Parkway 
Diversey Parkway 
Division Street 
Douglas Boulevard 
Dre:<el Square 
Escanaba Boulevard 
Franklin Boulevard 
Fullerton Parkway 
Fulton Boulevard 
Garfield Boulevard 
Garfield Square Boulevard 
Hamlin Boulevard 
Humboldt Boulevard 
Hyde Park Boulevard 
lndependance Boulevard 
Independance Square 
I-90/94 
I-90/94 
Jackson Boulevard 
Jeffery Avenue 
kedzie Boulevard 
~'.ing Drive 
King Drive 
King Drive 
Lake Shore Drive 
Laramie Avenue 
Lincoln Park West 
Logan Boulevard 
Logan Square 
Loomis Boulevard 
Marine Drive 
Marquette Road 
Marshall Boulevard 
Michigan Avenue 
Midway Plaisance 
Normal Boulevard 
North Avenue 
Oak Park Avenue 
Oakley Boulevard 
Oakwood Boulevard 
Ogden Boulevard 
Palmer Boulevard 
Pershing Avenue 
Pratt Boulevard 
Randolph Drive 
Ridge Boulevard 
Ridgeland Avenue 
Roosevelt Road 
Sacram@nto Boulevard 
Sacramento Square 
Sheridan Road 
Sheridan Road 
South Shore Drive 
State Parkway 
Warren Boulevard 
Washington Boulevard 
Washington Boulevard 
Western Boulevard 
Yates Boulevard 

From 

51st St. 
Archer Ave. 
24th Bl ,,d. 
Roosevelt Rd. 
Oakley Blvd. 
State Rd. 
31st St. 
Cermak Rd. 
Jackson Blvd. 
Madison St. 
West Service Dr. 
Thatcher Ave. 
47th St. 
Burton Place 
Cannon Dr. 
Thather Ave. 
Independance Sq. 
Drexel Blvd. 
Anthony Blvd. 
Sacramento Sq. 
Lincoln Park West 
Sacramento Blvd. 
M. L. f<i ng Dr. 
Monticello Ave. 
Lake St. 
Palmer Square 
Drexel Blvd. 
Garfield Park 
Independance Blvd. 
Express lanes of the 
Express lanes of the 
Austin Blvd. 
Jackson Park 
Logan Sq. 
I-94 (Calumet) 
I-90 <Skyway) 
26th St. 
Hollywood 
Lake St. 
Clark St. 
Diversey Pkwy. 
Tray St. 
47th St. 
Sheridan Rd. 
IL 50 (Cicero Ave.) 
Douglas Park: 
Oak St. 
Stony Island Ave. 
Garfield Blvd. 
Clark St. 
North Ave. 
Roosevelt Rd. 
M.L. f"ing Dr. 
Oakwood Blvd. 
Kedzie Blvd. 
l<edzie Ave. 
Lake Michigan 
Lake Shore Dr. 
Devan Ave. 
North Ave. 
Ashland Blvd. 
August01 Blvd. 
Sacramento Blvd. 
Melrose St. 
Chicago city limits 
Jackson Park 
Schiller St. 
Ogden Ave. 
Harlem Ave. 
Canal St. 
Garfield Blvd. 
71st St. 

To 

67th St. 
47th St. 
31st Blvd. 
18th St. 
Leavitt St. 
1•)3rd St. 
Pershing Rd. 
26th St. 
5th Ave. 
Jackson Blvd. 
Garfield Sq. 
Austin Blvd. 
87th St. 
North Blvd. 
Oakley Blvd. 
Austin Blvd. 
Douglas Park 
Cottage Grove Ave. 
100th Blvd. 
Central Park Blvd. 
Orchard St. 
Central Park Blvd. 
Wester-n Avenue 
Centr-al Park Ave. 
5th Ave. 
North Ave. 
56th St. 
lndependance Sq. 
Independance Sq. 
Kennedy Expressway 
Dan Ryan Expressway 
S Lake Shore Dr. 
92nd Blvd. 
Madison St. 
115th St. 
US 12/20 (95th St.) 
63rd St. 
Hayes Dr. 
I-290 
Fullerton Pkwy. 
Lagan Squar-e 
l<edzie Blvd. 
87th St. 
Faster Dr. 
Stony Island Ave. 
24th Blvd. 
Gar-field Blvd. 
Cottage Grove Ave. 
72nd St. 
East End Turnabout 
Cermak Rd. 
North Ave. 
Dr ex el Blvd. 
Albany Ave. 
Humboldt Blvd. 
Archer Ave. 
CNW RR 
Michigan Ave. 
Howard St. 
Roosevelt Rd. 
Ogden Ave. 
Orn1gl "'" Park 
Sacramento Blvd. 
Diversey Pkwy. 
Lake Shore Dr. feeder 
83rd Pl. 
North Blvd. 
Garfield Park 
1st Ave. 
Austin Blvd. 
31st Blvd. 
87th St. 



TABLE 5 TRUCK-RESTRICTED ROUTES DUE TO LOW CLEARANCE (CLEARANCE 
< 13 ft O in.) 

Ove..-head 
Facility 

[------- Link closed ------- ] 
Route Name F..-om To 

16th St..-eet 
18th St..-eet 
18th st..-eet 
26th St..-eet 
43..-d st..-eet 
47th St..-eet 
63..-d St..-eet 
67th st..-eet 
67th st..-eet 
67th st..-eet 
71st st..-eet 
?1st St..-eet 
71st st..-eet 
83..-d Street 
Armitage Avenue 
Belmont Avenue 
8..-oadway St..-eet 
Canal Street 
Cent..-al Avenue 
Chicago Avenue 
Clybo..-n Avenue 
Col fa>-: Avenue 
Dive..-sey Avenue 
Dive..-sey Avenue 
Elston Avenue 
Foster Avenue 
Foster Avenue 
Fulle..-ton Avenue 
Halsted St..-eet 
Halsted St..-eet 
Halsted St..-eet 
Homan Avenue 
Howa..-d Str-eet 
Howa..-d Str-eet 
Indiana Avenue 
Jeffe..-y Avenue 
l<edzie Avenue 
l<edzie Avenue 
Kimball Avenue 
Kostne..- Avenue 
Lake St..-eet 
Laramie Avenue 
Law..-ence Avenue 
Madison Avenue 
North Avenue 
Ogden Avenue 
Rae i ne AvenLte 
Ridge Boulevard 
State St..-eet 
ToLthy Avenue 

BRC 
ATSF 
ATSF 
CR 
CR 
IHB 
Metra 
Met..-a 
CR 
CWI 
IC/Met..-a 
CWI 
Met..- a 
Metr-a 
CNW 
Metr-a 
Met..-a 
ATSF 
CNW/CTA 
CNW 
CNW 
BRC 
CTA 
CNW 
CNW 
CNW 
CTA 
Metr-a 
ATSF 
CR 
BN/CNW 
CSX 
CNW 
CTA 
IC / Met..-a 
BRC 
WC 
CNW 
CNW 
BN 
CTA 
CNW 
CTA 
CNW 
CNW 
CTA 
BN/CNW 
CNW 
CR 
CNW 

Key to Ove..-head Facilities: 

IL 50 
Wentwo..-th 
Canal 
Ryan Feeder 
Ryan 
Halsted 
Ryan 
No..-mal 
State 
Halsted 
Cottage Gr-ave 
Halsted 
No..-mal 
Halsted 
IL 50 
l<ostne..
Weste..-n 
Ce..-mak 
Lake EB 
Kedzie 
Fulle..-ton 
95th 
Lincoln 
Darnen 
No..- th 
Darnen 
B..-oadway 
l<ostne..
A..-che..
Pershing 
16th 
Roosevelt 
Cla..-k 
Cl a..-k 
130th 
95th 
Nor-th Ave. 
Chicago 
Addison 
Ogden 
IL 50 
Lake 
Br-oadway 
California 
Elston 
Ce..-mak 
16th 
Pete..- son 
63..-d 
Cia..-k 

Kostne..
Cl a..-k 
Wentwo..-th 
State 
State 
Racine 
State 
Vincenes 
M.L. King 
State 
Stoney Island 
Nor-mal 
Wentworth 
Vincenes 
Kostne..-
Pul asid 
F..-ancisco 
Arche..-
Lake WB 
Sac..- amen to 
Di ve..-sey· 
93..-d 
Halsted 
Ashland 
Cou..-tland 
Ashland 
She..-idan 
Pulaski 
Cermak 
43..-d 
Roosevelt 
Eisen 
Ridge 
Roger-s 
138th 
93..-d 
Armitage 
Augusta 
Kennedy 
26th 
l<ostne..
Chicago 
She..-idan 
Weste..-n 
Kennedy 
Cent..-al Pa..-k 
Blue Island 
Devon 
Skyway 
Ridge 

ATSF 
BN 
BRC 
CNW 
CR 
CSX 
CTA 
CWI 
IC 
IHB 
Met..-a 
WC 

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company 
Bu..-lington Northe..-n Rail..-oad Company 
Belt Railway Company of Chicago 
Chicago and North Weste..-n T..-ansportation Company 
Consolidated Rail Co..-po..-ation 
CSX Tr-ansportation, Inc. 
Chicago T..-ansit Author-ity 
Chicago and Western Indiana Rail..-oad Company 
Illinois Cent..-al Railroad Company 
Indiana Harbour Belt Railroad 
Met..-opol i tan Rail (commuter- rail road) 
Wisconsin Cent..-al 
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TABLE 6 2010 BASE NETWORK MILES AND NUMBERS OF LINKS ON TOTAL AND 
RESTRICTED NETWORKS 

[ Total ----] [ -- Restricted -- J 
Directional Number Directional Number 

Miles of Links Miles of Link: 

Total 22,450.29 18,036 376.79 568 

Facility Type 

------------
Arterial 16,526. 12 13'F756 329.39 501 
E:< pres sway 819.51 768 47.04 65 
Ramps 267.52 835 (I. o,o ( 1 

Other 4,837. 14 "2.,677 0.36 2 

Function al Class 
--~-----~~-~ 

Freeway 726.34 634 14.92 1 l) 
Major Highway 975.79 833 0.00 ,_, 
Area Service 1,388.30 1 ' 1 90 12.94 ;9 
Principal Arterial 451. 63 518 4'..2. 54 7(1 
Minor Arterial -:r -:r ..... c:-._,:., . ..; . ..:...J. 18 3,335 73.73 121 
U..-ban Collector 2,703.49 3;292 209.66 317 
Rural Local Road 4,828.83 2,967 2=:.64 ::ct 
Rural Collector 2,943.37 1 ,758 0. <)c) r) 

Other 5, 107.37 3,509 (1. 36 -. 

TABLE 7 TRAVEL AND CONGESTION FORECAST 

VEQ Miles of Travel Bidirectional Miles of Roadway 

Total Automobile 
Year and Truck Excess Congested Total Congested Percent 

1980 108,229,548 8,180,174 43 ,543,539 9.437 1,377 14.59 
2010 143,846,969 16,372,952 75,343,521 9.579 2,275 23.75 

NOTE: Congestion is defined as exceeding level-of-service D. 

TABLE 8 SUM OF TRAVEL TIMES AND DISTANCES BETWEEN ALL 1,542 INTERNAL 
ZONES 

Travel Times (min) 

Percent 
Year Unrestricted Restricted Increase 

1980 5,397 ,756.36 5,989,457. 71 10.96 
2010 5,896,105.15 6,503,624.99 10.30 

TABLE 9 VMT, EXCESS TRAVEL, AND COST DUE TO 
RESTRICTED NETWORK 

1980 2010 

VMT (VEQ mi of travel) 
Unrestricted 7,093,414 7 ,047 ,696 
Restncted 11,268,955 11,294,243 
Percent increase 58.87 60.25 

Avg daily excess hours 
of travel 52,631.73 53,526.75 

Avg dai ly cost to 
trucking industry ($) 1,003,844.26 1,016,374.46 

Annual cost" ($) 250,961,065.50 254,093,614.88 

NOTE: For March 1988 there were 46,319 trucking company employees 
in the Chicago area. Their average salary was $14. 70/hr. Fuel cost is 
estimated at $1.00/gal. 
•At 250 trading days per year. 

Distances (mi) 

Percent 
Unrestricted Restricted Increase 

3,009,173.30 3,046,229.65 1.23 
3,237 ,160.37 3,281,369 .49 1.37 

The results of the 201U TSD plan modeling process indicate 
that congestion is a problem in the Chicago area . From the 
1980 simulations, it was estimated that 15 percent of the road 
mileage was congested, defined by exceeding level of service 
E. The congested mileage will increase to 24 percent in 2010. 
As presented in Table 7, 40 percent of the total vehicle miles 
of travel (VMT) is on congested roads; this will increase to 
52 percent in 2010. One of the basic assumptions made in this 
analysis was that, as trucks (in VEQs) are removed from the 
restricted routes, they will be replaced by an equivalent num
ber of automobiles (in VEQs). Similarly, where the truck link 
volumes increase, an equivalent number of automobiles is 
removed. Therefore, the total congestion on both the restricted 
and nonrestricted roads is assumed to remain constant. This 
assumption appears to be reasonable for this analysis because 
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the modeled unrestricted traffic volumes (which included trucks 
as VEQs) on truck-restricted routes are close to the actual 
automobile counts. 

RESULTS 

The um of travel ti mes and the ·um of the mile required co 
trave l between each of the I 542 internal zonal pail's increased 
fro m the unrestricted networks to the re tricted networkli. As 
presented in Table 8, increases were seen for both 1980 and 
2010. The sum of restricted 2010 travel times increased 10.3 
percent, and the sum of the miles required to travel increased 
1.4 percent. These network characleristic are in minutes and 
miles. They are not weighted by the number of trips between 
ea h w .ne and converted to vehicle min ul'e. and vehicle miles. 
For example, a in I truck making a trip between a zonal 
pa ir wil l travel an average f 1.4 percent longer distance on 
a restricted nelwork and will take an average of 10.3 percent 
more time. 

In the original unrestricted network simulations, average 
trip distances for the four truck classes were calibrated to 
march tbe resu lts of the 19 6 commercial vehicle survey. H w
ever, most of the restricted li nks along with many manufac
tu ring faci lit i , truck t rminals, and intermodal yards, are in 

TABLE 10 TRAVEL TIMES BETWEEN SELECTED ZONES: 1980 

Time (min) from: 

45 

the city f hicago and therefore a signifirnnt portion of the 
large truck travel is in the older portions of the city. 

As. hown in Table 9, the a tual increase in total VMT for 
the large-truck group, as measured in VEQ, was 60 percent 
on the restricted network. The c nomic effects of res trictions 
and tbe concentration of truck activity can b ·een when the 
data are broket1 down to examin the actual average daily 
excess hour of travel required (53,527 hr (or 2010) on a 
restric ted network, the additional truck fuel consumption 
(250,000 gal), and the average da ily cost to the trucking inch.1 -
try ($1 016,000) fr m restricti n and circuitous route . 

Tables 10 through 13 present travel times and distances 
for selected zones in the region for 1980 and 2010 for unre
stricted and restricted assignments. Travel times between zones 
increased more than the miles required to travel, and the effect 
on trips made from zones in the ol ler, industrial regions of the 
city (e.g., AT zone 0330) was larger than the effect on zones 
in other areas. If the previous routes were based on minimum 
times in a larger, less restricted network, it is obvious that min
imum time paths on a smaller, more restricted network would 
be less direct itnd therefore 111 re time-consuming. Thi rerout
ing force trucks off the unre ·tricted minimum Lim p·uhs onto 
slower, more congested parallel or alternative . treets. 

Table 14 shows that trucks, as a percentage of the tota l 
loadings, increased dramatically on the unre tricted link ·. A 

Zone To: Loop Roseland Chicago Heights Brighton Park West Lawn O'Hare McCook Aurora 

0069 Loop 
Unrestricted 
Restricted 

0128 Roseland" 
Unrestricted 
Restricted 

0203 Chicago Heights 
Unrestricted 
Restricted 

0330 Brighton Park-
4300 S. Archer 

Unrestricted 
Restricted 

0346 West Lawn-
6700 S. Cicero 

Unrestricted 
Restricted 

0514 O'Hare 
Unrestricted 
Restricted 

0602 McCook-Summit 
Unrestricted 
Restricted 

1284 Aurora 
Unrestricted 
Restricted 

Total 
Unrestricted 
Restricted 

Mean 
Unrestricted 
Restricted 

Percent increase 

0.00 
0.00 

24.39 
37.62 

51.35 
65.42 

15.94 
28.03 

24.66 
28.22 

33.50 
38.04 

26.60 
28.67 

63.06 
63.82 

73,444.34 
89,174.69 

47.63 
54.28 
13.95 

27.67 
43.43 

0.00 
0.00 

29.64 
29.72 

22.95 
35.61 

20.48 
27.75 

55.18 
66.28 

39.12 
41.09 

75.78 
77.08 

86,415.35 
101,735.68 

56.04 
61.92 
10.49 

54.74 17.79 26.52 32.56 28.09 64.20 
70.68 28.70 28.82 34.13 29.77 64.26 

29.85 22.32 19.90 51.27 36.93 73.14 
30.28 35.60 25.26 62.83 40.71 75.62 

0.00 50.48 42.97 65.81 46.95 77.51 
0.00 63.75 48.88 69.77 50.14 77.45 

51.29 0.00 10.64 40.33 18.09 57.96 
63.91 0.00 22.64 51.22 28.16 67.42 

44.81 10.47 0.00 48.58 19.06 60.21 
49.96 21.65 0.00 49.88 20.52 60.40 

69.82 42.17 50.55 0.00 33.91 53.34 
75.73 55.75 53.41 0.00 34.76 53.70 

49.43 18.72 19.40 32.71 0.00 47.00 
53.73 27.83 19.49 33.34 0.00 46.45 

78.08 59.94 61.59 52.37 47.95 0.00 
78.09 69 .82 62.59 52.88 47.91 0.00 

103,225.98 76,260.06 80,464.06 66,074.88 67,830.42 86,987 .00 
115,729.07 103,179.49 92,408.82 76,661.09 77,427.23 96,663.10 

66.94 49.46 52.18 42.85 43.99 56.41 
70.44 62.80 56.24 46.66 47.13 58.83 
5.22 26.98 7.79 8.89 7.13 4.29 

NOTF.: Tolnl equals total travel time between Zone i and all other zones (1 ,542) in the six-county region . Mean equals the average travel time between 
Zone i and all other zones. 
•Junction of I-57 and I-94. 



TABLE 11 TRAVEL DISTANCES BETWEEN SELECTED ZONES: 1980 

Distance (mi) from : 

Zone To: Loop Roseland Chicago Heights Brighton Park West Lawn O'Hare McCook Aurora 

0069 Loop 
Unrestricted 0.00 13.38 32.24 7. 32 I 1.61 17 .84 15 . 17 40.93 
Restricted 0.00 14 .93 33.43 8,64 13 .03 17.87 15 .58 41 .09 

0128 Roseland" 
Unrestricted 12.83 0.00 14.30 IU.25 9.21 29 .83 22.69 43.49 
Restricted 13.40 o.uu 14.30 10 .21 !(J.31 34.90 17.05 43 .82 

0203 Chicago Heights 
Unrestricted 32.05 14.30 U.00 23 .88 22.41 44.38 27 .50 51.59 
Restricted 34.40 14.30 U.00 31.21 23.41 44 .38 29.58 52.09 

0330 Brighton Park-
4300 S. Archer 

Unrestricted 7.01 10.30 23.69 u.ou 4.34 21 .25 10.31 40.65 
Restricted 6.97 10.26 25.20 000 5,27 21.54 H>.31 40.98 

0346 West Lawn-
6700 S. Cicero 

Unrestricted 11.62 9.26 22 92 J .34 0.00 30.99 7.50 39.19 
Restricted 13.05 10.24 23 .92 4.44 0.00 32 .29 7.50 40.82 

0514 O'Hare 
Unrestricted 18.60 30.83 46.45 21.71 31.84 U.00 21.29 36.93 
Restricted 18.24 36.08 46.45 22.00 24.01 (J.00 21 .29 36 .93 

0602 McCook-Summit 
Unrestricted 14.92 17 .05 30. 17 I0 .35 7.50 20..16 0.00 30.47 
Restricted 15 .39 17. 19 30..ll 10.35 7.50 20.51 0.00 30.80 

1284 Aurora 
Unrestricted 41.35 ,15.97 48. 16 41 .37 39.67 36.36 31.14 0.00 
Restricted 41.57 45 88 48.33 42 .33 40.63 36.58 32 . 10 0 .00 

Total 
Unrestricted 45.798.63 51.899.95 66.424.45 45.617.40 -17 .807 .88 -13 .702.73 42.024 .86 56.621 .53 
Restricted 50.668.00 57 .248.28 69.820.66 50.549.09 51.169 .93 49.712 .62 47.295.22 62.733 .58 

Mean 
Unrestricted 29.70 33.66 43.08 29.58 31.00 28.34 27 .25 36.72 
Restricted 30.84 34 .84 42 .50 30.77 31.14 30.26 28.79 38. 18 

Percent increase 3.83 3.52 - 1.35 4 00 U.46 6.76 5.62 3.98 

NoTE: Total equals total distance between Zone i and all other zones ( 1.542) in the six-county region . Mean equals the average distance between Zone 
i and all other zones. 
"Junction of 1-57 and 1-94. 

TABLEl2 TRAVEL TIMES BETWEEN SELECTED ZONES: 20!0 

Time (min) from : 

Zone To: Loop Roseland Chicago Heights Brighton Paik Wesl Lawn O'Hare McCook Aurora 

0069 Loop 
Unrestricted 0.00 31.34 57.32 19 86 28.87 42 . 12 30 .95 71.68 
Reslricted 0.00 46.58 72.43 34.66 38.08 51 .84 37.00 77.31 

0128 Roseland" 
Unrestricled 29.14 0.00 29.39 22.64 20.42 62 .52 38.34 80.19 
Restricted 46.72 0.00 29. 10 37.92 27.28 71.15 40.38 80.09 

0203 Chicago Heights 
Unreslricted 55.82 29.09 0.00 49.77 -12 .97 72.35 47.87 8 1.37 
Restricted 72.66 28.94 0.00 64.70 50.47 78.42 51.02 79.39 

0330 Brighton Park-
4300 S. Archer 

Unrestricted 18.58 22 .91 50.76 (l.00 10.57 48.73 18.58 66. 10 
Restricted 30.00 37.71 65 .48 0.00 22.13 64 .06 28.87 77.41 

0346 West Lawn-
6700 S. Cicero 

Unrestricted 27.08 20.44 44.23 10.35 0.00 54.50 18.83 67.51 
Restricted 32.57 25.60 51.41 21.70 0.00 57.53 19.37 69 .20 

0514 O'Hare 
U nrestricled 37 .99 58.22 76.UO 46.23 54.35 0.00 38.85 60.50 
Restricted 47.22 77.22 82.00 62.86 58.04 0.00 40.56 61.56 

0602 McCook-Summit 
Unrestricled 28. 17 37.55 49.79 17.52 18. 19 38. l l 0.00 52.94 
Reslricted 30.79 39.81 53.67 76 86 18.90 39.87 0.00 53 .26 

1284 Aurora 
U nrestricled 67. 12 79.43 81.25 63.30 64.87 59.47 51.37 0.00 
Reslricted 66.74 78.98 80.21 72 .59 65.54 57 .28 51.33 0.00 

Total 
Unrestricted 78.842. 90 88.608.92 106.066.94 77.747 .99 81.019.99 73.998.49 69.961 .80 93,886,73 
Restricted 96,441.44 !03.377.58 l 17.627.35 104. 773.42 93,739.93 85 .758.38 78.868.34 103.943.60 

Mean 
Unrestriclcd 51.13 57.46 68.79 50.42 52.54 -17 .99 45 .37 60.89 
Restricted 58.70 62.92 71.59 63.77 57.05 52 .20 48 .00 63 .26 

Percent increase 14 .80 9.50 4.08 26.48 8.59 8.77 5 .80 3.91 

NOTE: Total equals total travel time between Lone 1 and all other zones (l.542) in Lile >ix-cuu111y 1cgion. Mean cquul:; the average travel lime between 
Zone i and all olhcr zones. 
"Junction of 1-57 and 1-94. 
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TABLE 13 TRAVEL DISTANCES BETWEEN SELECTED ZONES: 2010 

Distance (mi) from: 

Zone To: Loop Roseland Chicago Heights Brighton Park West Lawn O'Hare McCook Aurora 

0069 Loop 
Unrestricted 0.00 15.00 32.28 7.70 11.99 17.77 15.55 41.09 
Restricted 0.00 13.96 32.82 7.58 12.88 18.71 15.43 40.97 

0128 Roseland• 
Unrestricted 13.02 0.00 14.30 10.24 9.25 29.83 17.22 43.28 
Restricted 15.21 0.00 14.30 10.21 10.32 34.90 17.08 45 .69 

0203 Chicago Heights 
Unrestricted 32.24 14.30 0.00 22.98 22.41 44.38 27.50 47.88 
Restricted 34.68 14.30 0.00 25.82 23.41 44.38 27.50 52.80 

0330 Brighton Park-
4300 S. Archer 

Unrestricted 7.20 10.25 25.78 0.00 4.34 20.98 10.31 44.73 
Restricted 7.69 10.21 25.89 0.00 4.34 23.38 10.31 41.92 

0346 West Lawn-
6700 S. Cicero 

Unrestricted 11.64 9.21 21.50 4.34 0.00 30.99 7.50 43 .27 
Restricted 13.26 10.27 24.31 4.38 0.00 30.99 7.50 40.46 

0514 O'Hare 
Unrestricted 17.19 29.78 45.03 23.05 23.74 0.00 16.12 34.70 
Restricted 19.04 40.50 46.45 21 .26 22.55 0.00 20.63 34.70 

0602 McCook-Summit 
Unrestricted 15.11 17.03 28.75 10.35 7.50 20.46 0.00 28.32 
Restricted 15.60 17.08 30.17 10.35 7.50 20.46 0.00 28 .32 

1284 Aurora 
Unrestricted 41.35 45.97 48.06 41.41 39.71 35.72 31.18 0.00 
Restricted 41.36 45.68 52.38 41.05 39.35 35.72 29.26 0.00 

Total 
Unrestricted 45,768.43 51,775.31 64,947.16 46,554 .89 46,040.26 41,446.66 41,506.43 56,805.55 
Restricted 52,392.58 60,912.32 70,429.54 51,195.16 51,372.12 47,521.60 45,654.51 62,694.45 

Mean 
Unrestricted 29.68 33.58 42.12 30.19 29.86 26.88 26.92 36.84 
Restricted 31.89 37.07 42.87 31.16 31.27 28.92 27.79 38.32 

Percent increase 7.44 10.41 1.78 3.21 4.72 7.61 3.23 4.03 

NoTE: Total equals total distance between Zone i and all other zones (1,542) in the six-county region. Mean equals the average distance between Zone 
i and all other zones. 
•Junction of I-57 and I-94. 

la rge-truck trips were removed from the restricted roads, the 
trip. were f reed onto unrestricted road . As presented in 
Table 14, the level of truck activity on unr tricted roads 
showed a significant increase when this shift occurred. For 
example in 1980 the average percentage of large trucks (in 
YEO) over the to.tal assignment load was 7 percent (on the 
unrestricted expres way sections). After the trucks w re 
removed from the restricted links and forced onto unrestricted 
roads, this value increa ed to 28 percent. In the ca e of express 
lanes, most trucks were shifted to the lo al, unrestricted lanes. 
In the case of arterial restrictions, trucks were forced onto 
parallel arterial sections. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Truck restrictions significantly affect the vehicle mix on unre
stricted roadways and increase the travel time of tota l (and 
individual) truck movement . Therefore propo eel re tric
tions or removal of restrict ions h uld not be vicwt}d in is -
lation. Methods of accounting for truck travel and truck 
restriction throughout rJ1 planning proces~ must be explored . 
T he proces e that define com.merci.al vehicles by size and 
weight , account for restrictions in network coding and sim
ulation. and determine th YEO factor sh uld be evaluated 
so that restrictions that do not adversely affect traffic can be 
chosen or removed. 

Restriction increase the co ts of (ran portation. These 
increases inflate the cost of goods to manufacturers and even
tually to e nd users. The excess fuel consumption (and cor
responding increase in pollution) cau ed by the inefficien
cies could al o be a significant factor. However, these negative 
con equences must be balanced against the ma11y ocial polit
ical , and economic pressure that upport the benefits of truck 
restriction. uch a ' residential quality of life pedestrian and 
automobi le safety, and the cost of removing restriction. (e.g. , 
viaduct rehabilitation or reconstructi n and a po ible increase 
in automobile-truck accident ) . 

Truck restrictions can be een as a proactive mea ure, such 
as de ignating specified truck route · or a a reactive mea u.re, 
such as re tricting truck traffic to allow c mmuter and auto
mobiles to have acces to larger level. of roadway capacity. 
In ma ny cases, the restriction are part of the historical nature 
of the road sy tern and do not change with employmenl and 
housing patterns. Planners ancl highway agencies do not have 
to reevaluate the truck impact and the automobil ·-truck con
flicts every few year to va lidate the original rca ·ons for ·pe
cific truck re ·trictions. However, agencies hould be prepared 
to re pond to que lions concerning ·pecific re ·trictions. 

Two choices planners have in directing commodity flow 
(e.g. haza.rdous material and steel coils) are to implement 
a designated or preferred truck route network or to restrict 
one set of roads while improving access on alternative or 
preferred routes. The process of implementing such plans on 
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TABLE 14 AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF LARGE TRUCKS (IN VEQ) (FOR 
UNRESTRICTED 1980 NETWORK LINKS ONLY) 

Facility Ty pe 

Arterial 
E:<pressway 
Ramps 

Unrestricted 

\). 72 i. 
6 79 I. 
. ..., 

03 :< L• 

Functional Class Unrestricted 

Freeway 
Major Highway 
Area Service 
Principal Arterial 
Minor Arterial 
Urban Collector 
Rural Local Road 
MaJor Collector 
Minor Collector 

6.98 
1. 90 
1. 04 
1). 97 
0.67 
0.63 
o .. 45 
(J . 80 
0.57 

"I. 
"I. 
"I. 
!. 
'.I. 
I. 
"I. 
!. 
I. 

Restricted 

5.(d /.. 
28. 10 "I. 
12. 58 ~~ 

Restricted 

29.57 ·"I. 
6.88 'l. 
5 . 28 /. 
5.04 "I. 
5 .. 32 /. 
6.34 /. 
3 . 45 "I. 
4.37 /. 
3 .. 50 /. 

# of Oos. 

13,332 
T52 
76'2. 

# of Obs. 

65::'· 
841 

1,177 
454 

-3,242 
2,997 
2,942 
1,257 

508 

1for the Unrestricted 2010 Network Links only) 

Facility Type Unrestricted 

Arterial 
Expressway 
Ramps 

0.58 
6.02 
1. 60 

/. 
/. 
/. 

Functional Class Unrestricted 

Freeway 
Major Highway 
Area Service 
Principal Arterial 
Minor Arterial 
Urban Collector 
Rural Local Road 
Major Collector 
Minor Collector 

6. 20 
1 70 
(i. 93 
0.69 
0. 57 
o. 46 
o. 37 
0 .. 57 
(I. 46 

a large scale in mixed-use neighborhoods requires a significant 
level of coordination and continual interplay among represen
tatives of the community , industry, land use planners, and 
transportation agencies . 

As part of the 2010 TSD plan, CATS has developed a 
network of strategic regional arterials. This 1,300-mi network 
will be studied over the next 5 years. One of the key elements 
in the plan of study for these arterials will be an evaluation 
of the Jong-haul truck traffic options. 

Other truck restriction programs, such as restrictions that 
are based on the hour of day or number of trucks, may require 
an exorbitant level of personnel to admillister. Although the 
elimination of some current restrictions (e.g., increased via
duct clearances) is generally supported for economic and safety 
reasons, such aclivities will change traffic patterns and should 
be evaluated. 

It has been shown that truck restrictions can be reasonably 
incorporated into the traditional travel demand modeling 
process. The effect of truck restrictions on model outputs is 
significant on the regional level. To provide more effective 

:1. 
i~ 

"I. 
1: 
I. 
I. 
% 
1: 
I. 

Restricted 

4.20 I. 
24.85 % 
8.75 /. 

Restricted 

26.36 /. 
6.22 'l. 
4.58 'l. 
4.38 /. 
4.63 'l. 
5.00 /. 
2.98 'l. 
3.30 'l. 
2.9(1 'l. 

# of Obs. 

13,247 
701 
754 

# of Obs. 

625 
833 

1,171 
448 

3,214 
2,975 
2,930 
1'251 

5(•7 

regional transportation system plans, analysts must consider 
the effect of restrictions and the ways they affect unrestricted , 
alternative roads and other transportation-related activities. 
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Abridgment 

Effects of Truck Strategies on Traffic Flow 
and Safety on Multilane Highways 

NICHOLAS J. GARBER AND RAVI GADIRAJU 

Recent legislation ha encouraged the increased opera1io~1 f tru ·k' 
(defined here as vehicles having ·ix r m r wheel 111 contm.:t 
with the ro<ld nnd a gros vehicle weight greater than 10, 00 lb) 
on Interstate and primary highways. Thi ha affected afety and 
the quality of traffic flow on mul tilane highways. lmpo. ing cc_rtain 
restrictions on truck operati n on these highway:; has been iden
tified as a way to red uce thi effect. However, the overall impact 
of these restrictions on safety and traffic flow has not b en fully 
studied. For example, restricting truck to specil'ic lanes or lo' -
ering their speed limH oulcl have vari~d ef~ccr · _on traffic. The 
primary objective of th re. carch de. en bed in this paper. was to 
pr vide information on the narur and extent of rhc effo ts of 
uch truck control strategies on traffic flows, peeds , headways 

and accident patterns. imulation was u. ed to study the e effects 
on nrnltilanc highways . The result did not indicate any liafcty 
benefits from the imposition of these rrat gies but suggested thm 
the p rential for an increa in ace.id nt rates would be created . 
particularly if the trntegies were imposed on highways with high 
volumes and a liigh percentage f trucks. 

Numerous factors have been cited as criteria for judging the 
operating efficiency of the highway transportation system. 
The most important parameters named , however, are the 
speed of travel, congestion, delay, and safety (1). The increased 
operation of trucks with larger dimensions and different han
dling properties on the nation's highways may affect the inter
action between these vehicles and other vehicle types , which 
may in turn affect the operating criteria. For example, maneu
vers such as passing, merging, and lane changing can be impeded 
by the presence of large trucks, resulting in serious degra
dation of flow quality. 

Therefore, the concept of imposing certain restrictions on 
truck operations on multilane highways has been identified 
as a way to reduce the interaction between trucks and other 
vehicles and compensate for the different operational char
acteristic of truck . The two most common restraints are (a) 
limiting twck traffic to pecific lanes of the highway, and (b) 
imposing a lower speed limil" for trucks . Little is known about 
the effects of these strategies on accident rates and the speed
flow characteristics on different traffic lanes. This study there
fore in v ligated th effects of these truck stra tegies (when 
used alone o r in combination) on traffic performance and 
accident patte rn . 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

The scope of this study was limited to Virginia highways, but 
sites were selected to reflect different percentages of trucks 

, chool of ngin cring and Applied Science, Department of Civil 
ngi ncering, University of Virginia , Thornton Hall , Charlottesville, 

Va. 22903-2442. 

in the traffic st ream. The specific strategies investigated are 
presented in Table l. 

The objectives of the study were 

•To d termine the speed-flow relationships for different 
traffic Ian at different locations 

• To investigate the re lation ·hip between congestion (\II 
ratio) and accid nt rates n multilane highways, 

•To determine the effect of each . trategy on speed and 
flow disu·ibutions on different lane. at different l ca tio11 • and 

•To investigate th e effects of lane-u. e restricti ns on 
accident rates and time headways of vehicles on different 
lanes. 

DATA COLLECTION 

Selection of Study Sites 

Test sites for the simulation were chosen from sections of 
Interstate and arterial highways that carry a significant p rtion 
of truck traffic. A list of candidate site was first identified to 
cover a wide range of truck percentages (from about 5 to 40 
percent), and a final set of njne location was then selected 
for imulation. The crit ria used w.er (a) case of collecting 
traffic data (b) truck percentage within the range being c n
sidered, and (c) availability of acciclem data. T he data on 
traffic comp sition were obtained from annual average daily 
traffic statistics compil d by the Virgin ia Depa rtment of 
Transportat ion VDOT) . 

Traffic Data 

Traffic data collected at the test sites included individual vehi
cle spot speeds and volume counts. The Streeter Arnet re
corder was used to collect the data, which were further ana
lyzed by TRAFCOMP computer software to obtain statistics 
such as speed distributions and volume counts by hour. The 
data on speed and volume distributions were obtained during 
24 continuous hours of monitoring on weekdays. 

Accident Data 

Data on accident characteristics were obtained from com
puterized fi le prepared by VDO and the Virgi.niri Depart
ment of Motor Vehicle (VDMV)for J985through 1987. ·ach 
tudy site was identified by its roure number the city or coumy 

in which ii i I catcd , and it sectio n numbe r. A summary of 
the accident data is I resented in Table 2. 



TABLE 1 STRATEGIES USED IN SIMULATION 

Strategy Differential Speed Limit Truck Right Lane Restriction 

1 55/65 Yes 

2 55/65 No 

3 60/65 Yes 

4 60/65 No 

5 50/60 Yes 

6 50/60 No 

7 55/55 Yes 

9* 55/55 No 

9 65/65 Yes 

lo# 65/65 No 

# Base strategy for Rural Interstate highways. 

* Base strategy for Urban Interstate and Primary highways. 

TABLE 2 SUMMARY OF TRAFFIC AND ACCIDENT DATA AT STUDY SITES 

SITE ROUTE AADT 
LANE 

NO. 
MEAN 
SPEED 

NUMBER OF ACCCIDENTS* 
FATAL INJURY PDO TOTAL 

1 95 

2 195 

3 95 

4 581 

5 95 

6 360 

7 29 

8 58 

9 81 

68728 

75342 

90205 

75657 

149273 

10348 

22110 

9050 

23257 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 

1 
2 

1 
2 

1 
2 

FOR ALL NINE SITES 

54.09 
64.71 
73.15 

59.67 
60.19 
61. 88 

55.15 
61. 25 
62.90 

60.81 
63.06 
66.49 

64.73 
65.38 
65.67 
66.14 

52.03 
55.18 

55.56 
56.58 

55.34 
58.24 

64.75 
66.49 

2 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

2 

2 

0 

7 

8 17 

6 10 

50 62 

45 74 

24 70 

9 14 

64 91 

38 50 

18 30 

262 418 

* Total Number of Accidents at Study Sites (1985 thru 1987). 

27 

16 

112 

120 

94 

23 

157 

90 

48 

687 
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ANALYSIS OF FIELD DATA 

Analysis of Traffic Characteristics 

The volume and speed data collected at each site were ana
lyzed to identify temporal and locational variation . For high
way with two lanes in ne direction traffic volume was higher 
in the right Ian and lower in the left lan e. On the average 
the right lane ca rried about 76 percent of the traffic and the 
left lane about 24 percent. For highways with three lanes in 
one disection, the righl lane carried abou t 25 percent of the 
traffi c the center lane about 46 percent, and the leftmost lane 
about 29 percent. For highways carrying hea vy volume , h w
ever, significant diffe rences were not observed among the left 
lanes. T he re ul! of an analysis of variance (A OVA) ug
gc ted that al sites with high vo lumes, the middle and left 
lanes we re perat ing with . imilar traffi c characteristics, and 
the right lane wa operating a t near capacit y. At sites with 
relative ly low volumes, significant di ffe rences were obse rved 
among the different lanes at a 5 percent significance level. 

Development of Traffic Flow Models 

The traffic data observed at each site were fitted to the Green
shields tra ffic flow models (2). Separate models were fitted 
for the individual lane of each site to observe diffe rences in 
the traffic tream cbm·acteristics am ng lanes traveling in the 
same directi n. The R2-values obtained showed that the 
Green hie ld model adequately describe che traffic fl w cha r
acteristics in each lane. T he computed capacity (Q,,,) values 
were then used t.o determine conge tion parameters , as dis
cussed in the next sectio n. 

Accident Data Analysis 

Accidents in 1985 through 1987 that could be attributed to 
vehicle and highway interactions were considered in the anal
ysis . Accident involvement rates in terms of 100 million vehi
cle miles of travel (VMT) were then computed for all vehicles 
as well as for trucks . These were used to develop models 
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relating accident rates and congestion, as presented in Table 
3. These models were used to evaluate the effect of the dif
ferent truck strategies on highway safety. 

Truck Involvement in Accidents 

To inve tiga te the effect of each trategy o n the accident 
involvement rate of trucks it was nece . ary to develop a 
simple rela tionship that would not only describe the truck 
involvement rate adequately but also contain independent 
variable that were ensitive to each strategy. lt was f und 
that the truck involvement rate (TRTNV) wa strongly asso
cia ted with truck volume (TR VOL) . Regre sio n anal sis was 
th.en used to develop the following relation hip : 

TRINV = 8.27 + 0.00278 * TRVOL 

The effect of implementing truck strategic can resul t in 
the redis tribution of truck volumes among the Innes, and hence 
may affect the truck accident patterns in each lane. T his model 
was therefore used to investiga te the effect of each strategy 
on truck-involved accident rate . 

SIMULATION OF TRUCK STRATEGIES 

The vehicle behavio r in each lane a t each site was modeled 
u ing SIM AN, a simula tion oflwa re package (3) . The effects 
of the different strategic on traffic vo lume , speed , head
way , and accident ra tes a t the va1iou Ludy ·ites were th n 
de te rmined. T he ba ic vehicle movement and perating con
d iti n were mode led b fo re simulating the diffe re nt re tric
tions o r truck trategies. T he vehicles in each lane were repre
sented ac entities in a 1ueue. T h y were generated according 
to the input vo lume distributions brnined rr m the field data 
then coded in the experiment fram of SIMAN. As ach 
vehicle was generated its characteri ·tic (a ttribute ) , which 
included the ve hicle type, speed , length and lane, were 
a signed. 

A highway section approximately 3 mi long wa simulated. 
To simulate vehicle dynami behavior , a detection me ha-

TABLE 3 ACCIDENTS AS A FUNCTION OF CONGESTION 

NO. ROUTE CITY/ COUNTY RELATIONSHIP R2 

1 95 HENRICO AC CRT 0.85 + 2. 52 (V/C) 0.681 

2 195 RICHMOND ACCRT · = 1. 75 + 8. 52 (V/C) 0.720 

3 95 Pr.WILLIAM AC CRT 1.48 + 3, 05 (V/C) 0.692 

4 581 ROANOl<E AC CRT 1.60 + 2. 73 (V/C) 0.834 

5 95 FAIRFAX AC CRT o. 95 + 6. 23 (V/C) 0.720 

6 360 AMELIA AC CRT 3. 71 + 6. 82 (V/C) 0.602 

7 29 CAMPBELL AC CRT 3.37 +ll.73(V/C) 0.764 

8 58 PITTSYLVANIA AC CRT 0.96 + 6.99(V/C) 0.889 

9 81 ROCKBRIDGE AC CRT 1.16 + 8. 08 (V/C) 0 . 627 
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nism, which scanned the vehicles in each lane every 20 sec, 
was modeled. The scan . huffled the vehicles into different 
lane!, subject to prevailing lane-changing and car-f II wing 
conditions. The vehicle in each lane was processed acco ruing 
to the dynamic conditions modeled for that lane. The model 
determined if the following car's speed was greater than the 
lead car and if the time headway was less than 2 sec. If a gap 
gre·Her than the vehicle length pl us a fi ed clearance was 
found in an adjac nt liine, the vehicle would move LO that 
Ian and it · lane code wou ld be changed. (The fixed clearance 
varied accordi ng to the vehicle type.) Truck. wer treated 
differently when truck lane restrictions were being simulated. 
T hey were identified by the vehicle type attribut · and w re 
restricted to a specific Ian ' (or lanes) using th can mechallism. 

fn mod ling driver response to post d speed differentials, 
the hange in perating speed. was accomp lished by speci
fying compliance with peed limits. hi. information was 
obtained fr m analyzing the existing spe ·d listributions. Once 
in each scan the vehicle's distance attribute wa updated to 
reflect distance traveled. The model aiso determined if the 
distance was greater than 3 mi, in which case the vehicle was 
eliminated. 

A data collection mechanism triggered at the end of each 
hour recorded hourly vehicle count and mean ·peed. in each 
lane. Using the output analysis m du le of IMAN the speed 
distributions were examined ;rnd AN VA tes t were 
performed. 

The model I gic and the operations simulated at the exit 
section were v ·rified by comparing the hourly volumes input 
to the model obtained from the field data with the hourly 
vehicle counts made by the model. The results indicated that 
both sets of volumes were approximately equal, suggesting 
that the logic was acceptable . 
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SIMULATION RESULTS 

Impacts on Traffic Volumes 

In analyzing the simulation results regarding the percentage 
of vehicles that changed lanes (a justifiable parameter for 
interaction), the imposition of no differential speed limit (DSL) 
minimized interference among cars and trucks. From less to 
greater interference, the DSLs, with Jane restriction, can be 
ordered as 65/65, 55155, 60165 , 55165, and 50/60. However, 
results of imposing DSLs with no lane restriction did not 
produce adequate evidence to ascertain which restrictions are 
better than no restriction. 

The operation of trucks was affected by the imposition of 
DSLs. Under lane restriction, all trucks are in the right lane; 
however, under DSLs with no lane restriction, the distribution 
of trucks among lanes was influenced by the amount of speed 
differential and number of lanes. 

Effects of Truck Strategies on Time Headways 

Im.po. ing tru k speed and lane re ' triction · on giv n volumes 
may afi' ct vehicle headways. he imp siti n f ·peed ·trat
egie alone did not cause <Uly significant impa t (ar 5 p rcenc 
. ignificance leve l on tbe headways of vehicle in different 
lru1es. However, the restriction of trucks to the right lane 
re ·ul ted in ·ignificant decrease in time headways of vehicles 
in the right lane at some r the study sites ( ee able 4). 

The results al. indicated that Lhe time headway · of vehicles 
in lbe right lane decreased significant ly at ·ites with high 
average annual daily traffi (AADT) and a high pr p rtion 
of trucks. A significant rcclucti n in headway in th right 

TABLE 4 EFFECTS OF LANE RESTRICHON ON TIME HEADWAYS ON RIGHT LANE 

Site No. Of Truck AADT Headways(sec) Percent Significant 

Lanes % Before After Decrease Decrease ? 

1 3 15.76 68728 6.48 5.47 15.6 Yes 

2 3 3.59 75342 9.61 8.67 9.8 No 

J 3 13 .13 90205 7.54 5.54 26.5 Yes 

4 3 8.42 75657 15.90 9.68 39.0 Yes 

5 4 11. 58 149273 6.64 4.43 33.2 Yes 

6 2 21. 99 10348 21. 91 20.92 4.5 No 

7 2 12.17 22110 11. 55 10.91 5.5 No 

8 2 17.45 9050 34.49 34.18 0.9 No 

9 2 32. 71 23257 60.88 23.86 60.8 Yes 

NOTE AADT values given arc projections for 1989. 
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lane implies a reduction in the number of acceptable gaps 
available for driver wanting to merge from entrance ramps. 
Tbjs creates the barrier ' effect, making it difficult to merge, 
which results in a hazardous ituation at and near each entrance 
ramp. The e results suggest that, f r highway with three and 
four lane · in one direction the impo ition of a right-lane 
restriction for trucks may create an unsafe condition at entrance 
ramps when the truck proportion is higher than 3.6 percent 
and the AADT is greater than 75,000. 

Effects on Vehicle Speeds 

Figure l show typical results of the speed distributions in the 
right lane before and after simulating a 55/65 D L with lane 
restriction. Figure 2 hows the speed di tributions in the right 
lane due to the impo ition of the 55/65 DSL and lane restric
tion at three different study ites carrying 4 16, and 33 per
cent truck vol.umes. Figure l show · that the peed distribution 
tends to be symmetrical with no restriction but skewed with 
restriction. Fi.gure 2 also hows that the skewne s increa e 
with the percentage of trucks in the traffic stream. It i · well 
known that the potential for accidents in a traffic stream 
increases with increase in skewness of its peed djstribution . 
Therefore tbe results sugge t lhat the potential for accidents 
increases in the right Jane with th impositjon f the DSL and 
lane restriction. Also this effect increa'ie further with increase 
in truck percentage. The speed distributions in other lane 
did not change ignificantly although the mean speeds varied 
slightly. 

Effect on Accident Rates 

Using the appropriate relationship between the congestion 
and accident rates mentioned earlier in this paper, the expected 
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changes in accident rate were determined using the hourly 
counts and truck volume. from the imulation results. 

The results of ANOV A tests indicated that the accident 
rates did not change appreciably in any of the lanes, except 
in the cases of lane restriction , where the all-vehicle accidents 
as well as the truck-related accidents in the right lane increased 
slightly. However none of the effects were sigruficant at a 95 
percent confidence level. Table 5 pre ents the average statis
tics computed from the results obtained for the right lane , 
due to different truck lane r triceions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Conclusions from this research are as follows: 

• The imposition of a DSL alone did not result in significant 
changes in the volume distribution of trucks and nontrucks 
among the different lanes of multilane highways. 

• The imposition of a DSL in addition to lane restriction 
increased the interaction between cars and trucks and there
fore the potential for accidents. With regard to reducing this 
interaction, the best speed strategy was 65/65, with the fol
lowing ranking: 
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TABLE 5 EFFECTS ON ACCIDENT RATES FOR THE RIGHT LANE 

Site All vehicle Accidents 

% Increase Confidence level 

1 3.65 Low 

2 0.94 Low 

3 4.21 Low 

4 1. 67 Low 

5 8.23 33% 

6 4.14 25% 

7 0.73 Low 

8 1. 29 Low 

9 6.89 56% 

1. 65/65, 
2. 55/55, 
3. 60/65, 
4. 55/65, and 
5. 50/60. 

• Restricting truck. to the right lane rcrnlted in a decrea e 
in vehicular headway in that Jane. This decreas was signif
icant on three-lane (one-disection) highways carrying AADT 
greater than 75 000 and a truck proportion grea ter than 3.6 
percent and on two-lane (one-directi n) highways baving 
AADT greater than 23,000 and a !nick proportion greater 
than 32 percent. 

• The restriction of trucks to the right lane and imposition 
of a D L skewed the speed distribution in the right lane. The 
degree of skewness increased with the magnitude of the peed 
differential and the percentage of truck in the traffic stream. 

• 111e imposition of DSLs and lane restrictions did not change 
the accident rate in the left lanes but slightly increased the 
accident rates in the right lane for both truck-related and all 
vehicle accidents, although these increases were not significant 
at the 5 percent significance level. 

• No safety benefits were ob erved by implementing any 
of the truck strategi tested. However, the poten!"ial for 
increased accident rates was observed with the implementa-

Truck Related Accidents 

% Increase Confidence level 

3.93 64% 

1. 72 Low 

2.89 Low 

2.12 Low 

6.23 49% 

4.79 Low 

2.14 38% 

3.01 51% 

15.72 77% 

tion of each strategy, particularly on highways with high AADT 
and a high percentage of trucks. 
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